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Russian
Body,

Iron

Brass

Each Lantern is efficient for Lectures and Exhibitions,
The
Lens gives
crisp
definition, being u superior Achromatic
Photoggraphic combination, with Rack and Pinion, Compound
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Focus
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Tubes.
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“ROVALTY” Series of Slides.

GINEMATOGRAPH FILMS

THE

OF

CHINA

AND

THE

EAST;

|

||

No. 1. Street Scene in Pekin.
125 feet.
. J. Panorama on the Tientsin to Pekin Railway.
.
»

4. Chinese Factory Hands.
5. An Old Chinese Woman

65 feet.
Spinning.

»

6, Craft on the Canton River. 125 feet.
7, Qhinese Punch and Judy" Show. 65 feet.

»,

8 A Chinese

Regiment

50 fect.

is a ts Coaling
,, 13. Market
. Chinese
ee
ae
is

of

1.
2.
3.
4.
5,
6.

65 feet.

40 feet.
(now

in

|

Pekin).

|

& Co.,

xo

Direct and Alternating Currents.
Made in Three Types

Feeding.

Self-Striking & Hand
Feeding.
The “ Dot.” The only automatic Arc Lamp in the
mnarket which fits all ordinary Optical Lanterns on
the limelight tray without
any alterations

Prices,

for Theatrical Purposes, Lantern Projections, Enlarging,
Printing, and Photographing.

Particulars, and Testimonials

F.

J.

st
Please

mention

Grove,
this

The Walls of Pekin, Mongolian Traders.
»
a Camel Pack
Camels entering Pekin.
Ou the Road from Tientsin to Pekin.
Native Quarters of Pekin.

s

Price

Elephants.
2s. 6d. each.

STREET,

LONDON,

W.

‘Art Bistoricat

THE
WELL-KNOWN
PICTURES OF

>

_

Durer,
LANTERN SLIDES.
Van Dyk,
Over 2,000 Subjects.
Hals,
Holbein,
ASK FOR
Mich. Angelo
CATALOGUE.
PRICE
eoc$o
Millet,
PER
DISCOUNT TO
Murillo,
SLIDE
THE TRADE.
Raphael,
Mark 1.20.
Rembrandt,
All Slides are
Rubens,
made
from
the
Teniers,
ORIGINAL
NEGATIVES
Velasquez,
by the

Fine Art
of Braun,

RAdhient
Clément & Co.

SOLE

AGENT:

Da Vinci,
Watteau,
AND
MANY OTHERS.

Ed. Liesegang, Diisseldorf

LEEDS.

Journal

14.
V0.
1b.
17.
18.

, 2d.

free on application to—

BORLAND,
Sheepscar

returned.

FIRST
LIST.
Chinese Man-of-War off Taku.
Chefoo from the Sea.
House-boat on the Pei-Ho near Pekin.
Net Fishing on the Pei-Ho.
Pekin Mule-cart and Driver.
Native Traders in Pekin.

BERNERS

PATENT SCISSORS ARG LAMPS

Hand

recently

Sole ‘Publishers,

IMPORTANT act LIMELIGHT USERS!
BORLAND’S

Traveliers

. Gateway near Pekin.
+ 21. The Great Wall of China, view from top.
., 22, Archway with Buddhist Inscription, and Great Wail
of China.
. 23. Givantic Statues of Camels.
\
i

13,

Invaluable

»
ow
oy
»
:

FILM.
0’? MY THUMB.”

In Twenty Tableaux, with Dissolving Effects.
Length 350 feet.

HARRISON

by

» 13. Outside Pekin—The Canal Forded by the Allies.

|

50 feet.

Photographs

7.
”
”
”
8.
is 6 Chinese Go- cart, Nurse, and Baby.
a 10.
Ploughing.
,
| A Chinese Well.
+ 12. Ohinese Inn.

1s. per foot.

NEW
PANTOMIME
= ‘AIRY
TALE OF “HOP

“6X

Unpublished

65 fect.

at Exercise

Man-of-War at Nagasaki.
Scene in Corea.
50 feet.
at Dinner.
50 feet.
lroning. 50 feet.

Price

THE

Sikhs

SLIDES

FROX

65 feet.

: 9. Native Boat Race in South China.
.. 10, Chinese Theatre.
125 feet.

» 12. Ist

LATEST

CHINESE

|

Being part of Series recently taken by a Skilled Operator
with E. F. G. HATCH, Eaq., M.P., during his Tour in China,
Japan, Corea, Malay, Aden, Canada, British Columbia, etc.
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UBL

NOTICES.
Tue

Optical Magic Lantern

Journal and Photographic

Enlarger is isaued on the 1st of every month, price Two
Pence, and may be obtained from
Railway News Stalls, Photographic

all Newsvendors,
Dealers, or from

the Publishers, at the following rates, post free :—
12 months,

3/-.

United
6d.;

and

for

every

3 additional

“SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS must reach the office not
later than the first post on the 24th of each month. All
cheques and postal orders to be made payable to the
Magic Lantern Journal Company, Limited.
EvDITORIAL

J. HAY

communications

TAYLOR,

Photographic

must

be

Advertisements and

addressed,

business

communications
to THE
MAGIC
LANTERN
JOURNAL COMPANY, Limited, 9, Carthusian
Street, London, E.C.

American Agents:—The International News Co., 83
and 85, Duane Street, New York City.

Society.—The

usual

Gallery,

121, Regent

Street, W., on

the 29th

ult., at which a large number of guests were
present. On the lst inst. it will be open to the
public for five weeks.
Several lantern exhibitions will be given during stated evenings,
and on the opening night Mr. A. L. Henderson
will exhibit his interesting series of slides of

Bordighera.

,
=

States, 75 cents.

ExcHancE Column, General Wants, &c. (not Trade)—
First 20 words,
words, ld.

Royal

soirée to mark the opening of the annual
exhibition of this society was held at the New

Recruiting

by

&

Means

=

of the

Lantern.—

The lantern has been taken up by the War
Office as an aid to getting recruits. A series of
cinematographic views have been prepared
illustrative of the life of a soldier from the raw
recruit to the perfect soldier living a life of
ease. Exhibitions are to be given permanently
in a hall in London, and recruiting sergeants
will be on hand to attend to the wants of those
who wish to join the ranks. Several touring
companies are to be despatched throughout the
provinces, with a recruiting sergeant oneet staff

of each company.

118
"Give
journal,

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
the
the

Drum

a

Showman,

One’er.’”—A

made

its bow

new
to the

public last month.
Itis to be issued monthly
at one penny from the offices of the Photographic Dealer, 15, Harp Alley, Farringdon
Street, E.C. This new paper appeals to those
connected

with

variety

shows,

roundabouts,

nigger troupes, menageries, travelling museums,
etc. The first number reflects great credit (and
shall we say daring) upon Mr. Arthur C.
Brookes, its editor and proprietor, who deserves
the great success which we wish both him and
his new venture.
%

cy

Sod

~

Siam

ree

Press

con-

tains the following communication from
a
reader who signs himself ‘‘ Caution.” He says:
‘‘ Having myself suffered very much from the
dishonesty of servants who always managed to
avoid arrest, I think it would bea very good thing
if we got all our servants photographed.
In
case of their disappearance then we should find
it easier to put the police on the track.
Owing
to the very large number of faces of Chinese

that one meets with in Bangkok every day, one
soon forgets one’s own servant when the face
has been missed for any length of time.
Besides, their peculiar physiognomy makes it
hard for a farang to distinguish one Chinaman
from another.
A photograph of the servants

would, therefore, serve a very useful purpose, I
think; and it might also have a deterrent
effect on them when they knew that they have
been marked.”
~

ro

on

the

a

_ Preparing Calcium Garbide for Transportation.—When calcium carbide is treated
as follows, it is claimed that merely wetting it
with water is not sufficient to generate acetylene;
there must be some inches of water pressure to
effect this.
Melt together equal parts of cocoabutter, sugar, and paraffin wax, and stir in a
small quantity of tartaric acid.
Into this
mixture the carbide is placed until it is
thoroughly impregnated.

20th

ult.,

when

Mr.

A. L. Henderson projected a great number of
views of the Paris Exhibition. These views
were extremely fine and interesting, notwithstanding that many were taken under great
disadvantages.

Mr.

Henderson,

however,

always comes out on top, in spite of all drawbacks, including being on the verge of being
arrested by gendarmes for trying to photograph
certain views.
o

Photographing Servants.—It would appear
that in Siam some are greatly troubled with dishonest servants, for the

Association

~~

Smart Work.—During the recent session of
the Ohio and Michigan Photographic Association a negative and finished print were made
during the evening.
A negative was made by
acetylene light with an exposure of four seconds,
this was developed and a print made also by
acetylene, the whole operations only taking
eight minutes and twenty-four seconds.
baad

Paris Exhibition Slides.—A great treat
was afforded to the members and their friends
of the London and Provincial Photographic

Opaque

Lantern

te.

ee

Extraordinary.—-As

a

rule lanternists consider that to use the opaque
lantern with satisfactory results, it is requisite to
have a couple of limelight jets to illuminate the
object intended to be projected. However, we
learn differently from the well-known periodical
Answers, and the story is certainly very funny
reading. It is as follows :—‘‘ A few years ago
the Yeomanry of one of our Midland towns
were startled by-a ghost. This ghost was the
apparition of a woman in white robes and long,
streaming hair, her hands raised to her head.
She appeared in a country road at 9.30 every
evening for weeks, seen against a hedgerow on
a hill, and only visible to people on horseback,
or on the driving-seat of waggons.
A mining
engineer serving in the Yeomanry discovered
the secret by means of a difficult study in
mathematics,

and,

to prove

his conclusions,

called at a house three-quarters of a mile
distant from the position of the ghost. Here
he was allowed to visit the room occupied by
the daughter of.the house, and in answer to his
enquiry she confessed that she always dressed
her hair before a pier-glass at the back of the
room opposite the window.
At the window
stood a lamp on a crystal standard.
The light
from the mirror was gathered by the crystal,
and thrown out through the window.
‘Threefourths of a mile away, against a tall, dark
hedgerow, the rays of light came into exact
focus as the ghost of a white lady with uplifted
hands.”
™

“The
numbers

a

~

Photo-Miniature.’’—The last two
of this magazine, which is published

in this country by Dawbarn and Ward, Limited,
contain respectively two excellent essays, viz.,
‘« Intensification and reduction,” and ‘“‘ Bromide
printing and enlarging.”
Hach subject is
treated in an exhaustive manner.

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

iii.

AUL'S animatograph for sale, with long and short
P
focus lensea (Wray’s), Edison gauge, complete
with tripod, mixed jet and rewinder; what offers ? CinePROFESSIONAL
and cinematographist
A lanternist
,
:
matograph to fit on baseboard of any lantern, 3-inch
of great experience is open to engagements, with | objective, Edison gauge ; cost £9 93. ; what offers? Films,
or without his own apparatus, in town or country, on | 17 cinematograph, Mdison gauge; what offers ?-Chaplin,
GENERAL

ADVERTISEMENTS,

very moderate terms.

Reference, Hditor of this Journal.

| Brodie-road, Guildford.

—Address, Optics, 13, York-street, Walworth, London.

F
TED
lete sets of lantern slides,
dner ii pact condition for hiring aut ede
Address Optical c/o OPTICAL LANTERN JOURNAL
.
’

’

7

iron lined theatrical
:
Flimehgnt boxes, ’ each
complete on stand with 6-inch piano-convex lens,
revolving disc with four coloured mediums and blowthrough jet, also two quick changing carriera for
good | above, and 10 coloured mediums, #5 103. ; injector mixed

*

WO

ANTED, addressea of lantern slide makers;
orders can be placed.—Lists, etc., to Slides, c/o | jet, 25s.—W. Baynes, Braganza, Torquay.
OpricaL LanTERN JOURNAL.
GEE
ay
ie: Fines
: 7

=
OLOURED

:
:
photographic slides —24

Latest Boer

OC

Tangye

ora

works for sale, fitted complete with
large
gas engine, lathes, drilling machines,

War, 10s.; 24 China events, 10s.; 9 Star of | circular and grooving saws, metal cutting and stamping
Bethlehem, 4s.; 4 Holy City, 1s. 9d.; 9 To the Front, | jresses, electric light throughout from own dynamo;
4s. 6d.; 14 Lads of the red, white, and blue, | three valuable patents, now successfully on the market,
ea
old,
ste
eT‘e
' pene
» oa28. Jones,
6d.; Sala
iis,
719 Gb.fhePaulie
life, 6a".
45, ‘Boschwood. ’

trade ; full particulars, etc.,
owner retiring from the photo
ani Motor Works, Southport.
from F. W. Hudlass, Phonix

road, Linaca-road, Litherland, Lancashire.

—50
d full si
ee Page Bae Coe
Landcroft-road, East Dulwich, S.E.
ANTERNIST

desires

with

to work

single

and

)\OR sale.—A Stedman-Brown

;
ed

ee
>

“|

double ‘apparavus

with lecturers

and

afraid of work; Hon. Officer Salvation
363, Icknield-street, Birmingham.
COLOURED

slides,

4d.

Army.—Barclay,

each;

lecture

sets,

comic sets, and songs, 5d. each.—W. Hughes,
72, Biddulph-street, Leicester.

New

missing;

what

LANTERN

Evangelistic

missioners in conducting services; good organiser; not

generator

offers?
— Address,

M.

B.,

OpricaL

PARIS Exhibition, 40 slides ;cat studies; Mr. and Mrs.

Kruger, and five others, very amusing, 4s. the six ;
flower studies, 100 slides; London views, the Zoo, Canterbury, Winchester, St. Paul’s and Exeter Cathedrals,
Westminster Abbey, etc.; thousands of slides, 6s. the

; dozen; catalogue, 3d.; lists free.—Jokn
combe-road, Torquay.

1900

Stabb,

Babba-

Slides.

and

i901.

China and the War.

English Scenes.

Transvaal

Dental—Photomicrographs,

War.

com-

JOURNAL.

Lantern
SEASON

oxygen

_
plete, only used three times, can be seen in London,
price £2 9s. ; also Tue Oprican Macic LANTERN JOURNAL,
from 1895 to present date, unbound, 2 or 3 numbers

Mor-

pmoloey a ea pt a oe
namel,
mbryolo
Oo
e
Teeth,
Bacterioloey” of the

South Africa.
‘
biti
pads Expion:

Greece.
Dinard, France.

Mouth, etc. By Dr. J. Leon Williams.
| Sound Waves. By Prof. RB. W. Woods.

cea

| Magnetic

Swit Zenand.

' Maps.

Sicily.

| The

Scripture.
;
eae

British Birds, By Thorburn.
Cruise to the Baltic, Denmark,
Sweden, and

and

New Atlas.

its Inmates.

and Work

of the Church

of England Temperance Society.
| The Bicentenary of the Society for
the Propagation of the Gospel.

List on Application.

NEWIFrON
Manufacturers of Optical Lanterns

3, FLEET

From Longmans’

Heart

History

Norway.

Slides of the above are Now Ready;

Force.

Full Illustrated Catalogue, 6 Stamps.

&

CoO.,

and Slides of the Bighest Quality only,

STREET,

LONDON.

iv.
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GENERAL
“ RAND

G

ADVERTISHMENTS.—
Continued
oew

etfect

sets

in the

finest

painting.—Fire in Jewin Street, houses

miniature

gradually

burned down and walls are seen to fall in; The Earthquake at Arica, with startling and realistic effects; The

HINA.—A large selection of views showing the
C
China of to-day, together with scenes from the
recent battlefields, principally from direct negatives
foom Nature;
below.

send

ARGAINS

for list—Edmund

H.

Wilkie,

as

in second-hand

apparatus

and

list; a quantity

of useful

slides, some

slides;

Kremlin, Moscow, with grand effects of illuminations
and searchlights; send for lists—Edmund H. Wilkie, as

finest quality hand-paintings for disposal at less than half

below.

cost.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

ARIS Exhibition.—New and original series of novel
effect sets ; scenes in this wonderful world’s show.—

The

Luminous

Palace;

The

Palace

of Electricity and

Chateau d’Eau, with its marvellous
fountains; The
Street of Nations and its aspect at night, millions of
glow lamps; The Alexander Bridge, with charming

effects, etc., all worked up on special photographs from
Nature; each picture a gem of artistic skill; send for
lists.—Edmund

H. Wilkie. as below.

ARIS Exhibition —A special series of original photcgrapbs, representing all the sights, scenes, and
wonders cf this colossal undertaking, now ready; to
render these popular, Mr. Wilkie has arranged to issue

this series well and carefully coloured

at the unprece-

dently low price of one shilling and sixpence
no such value has ever been offered by dealers;

per slide;
these are

not crdinary commercial slides, but sound work, and
will bear magnifying to any extent; reading, ls.; send
for list of 62 slides.—Edmund

H. Wilkie, as be'ow.

ARIS Exhibition.—Special series of cheap effect
sets to accompany above set; Opera House, Paris,
day, night—glow lumps outlining buildings and windows
illuminated;

Lake in Bois de Boulogne, effect

of swans

by day, moonrise, and ripple by night; Courtyard Petit
Palais, llumiration at night by electric lamps; The
Grand Palais, day, night, and illumination by electric
light; Old Paris and the Seine by day, night, and
illumination, moonrise, ripple on water; The Algerian
section by day, night, and effect of moon’s rays on
buildings; Esplanade des Invalides by day, night, and

illuminated by moonlight ; Rue des Nations, day, night,
and effect of lamps, moonlight, and ripple; others will
be

added;

these

eftects

are

powerful,

striking,

and

entirely new, and it is propcsed to issue them for a short
time at an average of 2s. 6d. per slide, 2s. extra where
mechanical frames are required.— Edmund H. Wilkie, as
below.
OER War effect; sets as before; sorties from Ladysmith; naval gun at Ladysmith; Baden-Powell at

Mafeking; Buller crossing the Tugela at Potgieter’s
Drift;
signalling with Ladysmith by searcblight.—
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.

DMUND
H. wILKIE desires it to be distinctly
understood that these effects are produced by the
identical artists who formerly painted the grand dioramic
and mechanical effects for which the late Royal Polytechnic was so celebrated; no trouble or expense is
spared in their preparation, and at the present time their
value to public exhibitors cannot be exaggerated; send
for list of effects.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
HOTOGRAPHS
worked up in oil colour, water
colour, pure varnish colours, or by the beautiful
American process at most reasonable prices; the best
work only; slides prepared by photography or hand
painting from negatives, drawings, prints from nature, or
from written or verbal description;
every class of
mechanical movement supplied or invented for special
purposes; see testimonials.—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
\PLCIAL effects for single
Wilkie, as below.

Please

mention

lanterns.—Edmund

this Journal

H.

when

send

for

ONDERFUL

genre studies; many prize medals;

the finest series of flower studies in existence;
beautifully worked up in colours; snow scenes, cloud
studies; all in the finest work, at ordinary prices; lists
free—Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
,

&

OLAR”
mixed gas high-power jet, the ideal lantern
jet, the most powerful and perfect jet yet produced for use in single, bi-unial or triple lanterns ; send
for illustrated descriptive circular.—Edmund H. Wilkie,
as below.

\

ILKIE'’S improved triple and other lanterns, the
results of a quarter of a centurv's practical
experience ; send for illustrated descriptive pamphlet. —
Edmund H. Wilkie, as below.
OVHELTY.---a

new

vox

icc

carrytug

unframed

slides, same sze as those ueually carrying 45;
entirely new principle ; carries 75; slides cannot fall or
get out of order; no grooves to tear bindings; small,
light, compact, nicely finished, stained and varnished,
with strap handle for carrying ; 5s. 6d. post free; a great
convenience.—Edmunéd H. Wilkie, as below.
\

and

ILKIW’S “ Solar" flint limes are made with the
greatest cdre, are accurately turned and drilled,

composed

finest extant;

of sclected
ordinary

large size, 1} inches
dozen,

2s.

3d.

post

magnesian

limestone;

the

size 2s. 9d. per dozen, post free;

in diameter, a noble lime, per half
free,

packed

in

air-tight

tins;

lanternists once using these magnificsnt limes will use
no other.—Edmund H. Wilkie, 114, Maygrove-road,
West Hampstead. London.
:
“YAUL'E auimatograph, complete with lantern body,
lens and tripod, as exhibited at the Alhambra and
other high-class etablishments, for disposal, condition
as new, with three films, cost £17; what offera?—

Morgan,
E.C

c/o ‘‘Optimus,’’

99, Hatton

Garden, London,

| Geena
Special triple Jantern, equal to new,
made specially by Wrench, and fitted with their
patent triple rack ; massive brass front, with large lenses,
Ottway’s best jets, dissolvers, elide carriers, etc., complete with extra baseboard and dome for use with top
lantern as a single; all in polished travelling case, to be
sold, a bargain for cash; good reasons for selling; can
be seen any evening by appointment; write for further
particulars and illustrations to—R. J. D., c/o Grocers’
Gazette
only.

Office,

15, Philpot-lane,

London,

E.C.,

letters

\ LIDES.—Clergyman’s stock ot leccure sets ; Lancaster’s }-plate Instantograph, 1900, new, with three
double dark slides ; also a ‘‘ Ray’ 1-plate lens.—Dunelm,
9, Carthusian-street.
PHRATUK wauted for the coming season to work
lantern, cinematograph, and limelight.—Kooenig,
15, Monmouth-road,

‘T,\OR

Westbourne-grove, Bayswater.

sale, mahogany bodied lantern, four-wick lamp

and chimney, safety jet, slide box, carrier, etc.,
case complete; all in good condition; cash, 95s.; 16 ft.
sheet, 12s. 6d.; two for 103s.— Davis, 17, Westcomberise, Humber-road, Blackheath.

corresponding

with

Advertisers,
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Kodak

Dividend.—For

the quarter ending

September 30th, Kodak, Limited, have declared

interim dividends of 6 per cent. on the preference shares and 2% per cent. on the ordinary
shares, and a further dividend of 24 per cent.
on account of bonus for the year.
Se

a

ee,

A

a

EET

ET

The Late Mr. A. A. Wood.—It is with
great regret that we have to announce the
death

of

Mr.

A. A.

Wood,

the head

of the

well-known optical and lantern business of
E. G. Wood, which took place on the 10th ult.
from heart disease.
Mr. Wood had been ailing
for some months, but was able to be at business

until within a few days of his decease.
Mr.
Wood was a man of high qualities, and to know
him was to admire his sterling abilities. By
his death the City Corporation have lost a
respected and prominent member.

Oat
The

Total Eclipse of the Sun
(28th May, 1900),
and its
Photographic Results—No. I.
By W. H. GOLDING.
Continued

from

page

112.

the instruments to be read by those using them,
having proved far less intense than during some
other eclipses of recent years, rendering a
shorter exposure of the photographic plates
sufficient to produce a satisfactory image, than
that found to give the best results in former
instances.
Thus the Thompson photo-heliograph of the Greenwich Observatory, with its
telephotographic lens giving the 4 inch disc,
required an exposure not exceeding 12 seconds,
against 20 seconds found needful during the
Indian eclipse of 1898, while with the smaller
instruments, having lenses of 8 or 4 feet focal
length, the greater concentration of the light on
the small image rendered an exposure of one
second sufficient to secure a well defined image.
The

many

corona

appear to have been amply provided
with the means of securing these
photographic records, from
the
ordinary camera with lenses of long
OZ
focus, giving an image of the moon’s
es,
disc from an eighth to a quarter
&=
of an inchin diameter, surrounded by the
glowing solar appendages, to the magnificent
telescopes employed by the Astronomer-Royal
and other representatives of official observatories,
in some of which the image of the eclipsed sun
was enlarged, by means of secondary magnification on the principle of the telephotographic
lens, to cover a disc 4 inches in diameter ; and as

clear and almost unclouded skies proved to be
the order of the day at nearly every station, a
large number of excellent photographs have
been secured, showing very clearly the form and
arrangement of the coronal streamers and of the
prominences of the chromosphere.
The eclipse
was by universal consent pronounced to have
been a very light one; the darkness and gloom
which overspreads the landscape during the
total phase, and which has frequently rendered
the use of lamps necessary to enable the figures
on the clocks and watches and on the scales of

much

distinctly violet in hue.

whiter

when

than

on

it has been

The activity of the

sun’s atmosphere, or of the outer layers of his
globe, which shows itself in the occurrence of
sunspots, has long been found to pass through a
regular period of increase and decline, attaining
a maximum every 11 years, and afterwards
subsiding until a minimum has been reached,
when few spots,

if any, are visible, after which

the activity is again gradually renewed.
During periods of maximum
disturbance,
such

as occurred

in 1893,

other substances forming
usually been found nearly

y LI, or nearly all, the stations occupied

(@
VQBSRNG

appeared

previous occasions,

evenly

the coronium

the

corona

and

have

distributed

around the sun’s disc, though taking the form
of luminous rays or filaments alternating with
darker lines or rifts radiating from his surface
in all directions. This was very apparent in
the photographs and drawings made in Brazil
and Western Africa during the eclipse seen
there in 1893.
On the other hand, eclipses
occurring when the sunspot activity was at its
lowest point, as was the case in 1878 and

have shown the corona extended

1889,

greatly in the

direction of the sun’s equator and but very
slightly in that of his poles, forming long equatorial appendages which have been compared to
wings or fish-tails.
The present year being
again one of minimum sunspot disturbance,
the question whether the conditions of 1878
and 1889 would repeat themselves, and the
great equatorial
extensions of the corona
would reappear, became one of considerable
interest.

The expectation that such would
be the
case
has
been
fully realised.
The photographs
secured, as well as the
drawings made by those who watched the
eclipse for the purpose of thus recording their
impressions of the corona as seen by them,
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Even in England, although only a part of the
give two great extensions in the direction of the
disc was obscured, and the brilliant
sun’s
solar equator, one apparently dividing itself
e presented to the observers within the
spectacl
and
pointed
two
into
extremity
outer
its
at
totality was denied to us, some
of
band
the
like
somewhat curved horns or projections,
of the partially eclipsed
rays of the fish’s tail, while the opposite one | excellent photographs
various parts of the
in
d
obtaine
were
sun
a
towards
tapering
appeared single and rather
at Hawkhurst in
others
amongst
country,
rounded and blunted extremity. In both the
several positions
from
and
ol,
Liverpo
in
Kent,
|
the
from
radiate
to
seemed
coronal streamers
lis; while
metropo
the
of
urhood
neighbo
the
in
sun’s surface, and, as they extended farther
attended the observers at
has
success
similar
gathered
and
d
compresse
be
to
outwards,
McGill University in Montreal, and others in
together to form the great equatorial bundles
various directions.
or extensions described above. These had been
Mr. Evyershed, who had selected a position
in
India
in
observed during the eclipse seen
close to the
1898 to extend to a distance east and west of | in the neighbourhood of Algiers,
in the hope of
band,
shadow
the
of
margin
times
six
to
equal
being
as
the sun estimated
securing photographs of the lower portions of
On the present occasion
the solar diameter.
the sun’s chromosphere, for which such a
they appeared shorter and less sharply pointed,
position would be especially favourable, had a
to
half
extending to a distance from two and a
disappointing experience. A slight error in the
three diameters from the sun’s centre.
accepted estimate of the diameter of the
planet
the
Most of the photographs show
shadow-band led him to select a position. which
Mercury distant about two degrees from the
proved to be about i00 yards outside the
,
the
by
concealed
sun (and therefore completely
the same error led to the
brightness of his light, excepting during the ; desired limit, while
phase being slightly
total
the
of
duration
divided
the
of
streamers
the
and
eclipse),
; the observers
expected
been
had
than
shorter
almost
coronal appendage appeared to extend
e, finding
elsewher
and
,
Montreal
in
at Algiers,
The planet
as far as the planet’s position.
by two
reduced
ion
observat
of
ity
opportun
their
were
Sirius
star
Mars and the brilliant fixed
disthe
are
Such
seconds.
precious
three
also seen in great splendour by some observers ; or
plans of
laid
best
the
which
to
ments
appoint
|
in
University,
Denver
while Professor Howe, of
the
man

the United States,

are

occasionally

subject,

and

such

incidents which, annoying at the time, help to
obtained photographs
secure the attainment of greater accuracy in
which will doubtless be
showing the minute planet Eros near the first | the future—an object
the result of the many
as
d
promote
ly
material
inner
The
point of the constellation Aries.
of this, the last total
ions
observat
ul
successf
parts of the corona, or those situated immedicentury.
19th
the
of
eclipse
solar
many
present
surface,
ately above the sun’s
features of extreme interest to astronomers and
students of solar physics; but these, being far
more luminous than the streamers of the outer
portion, require a much shorter exposure, and

|

the

|

are best shown in the larger photographs, and
in those which received an exposure too short
to give any satisfactory image of the outer
extensions ; while

in those

which

exhibit

.

'Temperance Teaching by Means
of the Optical Lantern.
By JUDSON BONNER.
lecture delivered at the World's Temperance Congress
of
London, June, 1900, illustrated with a large numbcr

A

latter perfectly, the details of the inner portions |
and the prominences of the chromosphere are

representative slides, shown vy a powerful

\\ HE old as well as the young generally
receive more lasting impressions
from what they see than from what

obliterated, as the result of over-exposure.

Numerous photographs of the spectra of
these portions of the solar envelope have also
been

secured

at the various

stations,

and

they

it

may be confidently hoped that the careful comparison of so many excellent results may tend
to throw much light on the constitution of our
central sun, and may help materially in the
solution of the still unsolved problems in solar

physics which engage so large a share of the
thought and attention of our leading men of
science.

electric lantern.

hear.

Hence

it

important in the teaching

is

most

of tem-

perance principles to attract the eye as
well as the ear. The simplest object
may help to enforce a truth so that it will
4
The teacher of science,
not be forgotten.
acting on this theory, proves his statements by
means of practical experiments, diagrams, and
blackboard illustrations.
)

v.

ic Enlarger.
The Optical Magic Lantern J ournal and Photograph
—Coutinued

ADVERTISEMENTS.

GENERAL

stock, 6d. each,’
OER war and other slides, to re duce
ns cheap.—
lists free; several limelight lanter
Baker, Lanternist, Salisbury.

, complete, new
OR sale, Hudlass’s pneumatic carrier
coloured

last season, 123. 6d.; or exchange
slides.— Faulkner, York-street, Rugby.

good

who can
ISSOLVING views, good operators wanted
patter; apparatus provided.—Society of Entertainers, 44, Upper Baker-street, London, N.W.

ECLIPSE

A

It produces an effect similar to dissolving.
10/6
t.
The Slides are inserted and withdrawn by a single movemen

BEARD’S

COMPRESSED

GAS REGULATOR

lanternists to try our work; Paris effect
We.
colouring
sets, conundrum slides, slides made;

films coloured; designs for skirt

effects a speciality;

—

BEARD’S

Is the only reliable Regulator giving perfect
results with all kinds of jets.

ad, London, N.
dancers.—Brett & Green, 23, Bickerton-ro

e), &
INEMATOGRAPH (Riley Bros.’ Kineoptoscop
together
capital instrument in first-class condition,

with four excellent films.—H. Clark, as below.

in good condition,

( { RAMA PHONE

carrying

with

case avd about two dozen dises.—Further
ticulars of H. Clark, Heckmondwike, Yorks.
OR

sale,

lamp,

improved

Tyiar’s

condition,

in good

“ Aladdin”

par-

acetylene
20,

13s. 6d.—Tatham,

Eastbourne-road, Birkdale, Southport.
AMBOO portable screen frame, with all fittings and
pulley corners complete in travelling case ; will

square,
form screen frame either 12 ft., 9 ft., 6 ft., or 3 ft.

oractically new, 37s. 6d.—J. Hay Taylor, Editor of this
Journal.

,
| Pie ee slides. —24 Wilson's fine views of Scotland
10s.: 16 coloured ditto, Y¥s.; 14 Life of Christ,
;
Thee,”
coloured, 7s. ; illustrated hymns; 6 “Hiding in

4s. 6d.; 8 “ Greenland's Icy Mountains,’’
South Bridge, Edinburgh.

6s.—L’,

street, Burton, St: ffs.

‘combines bi-unial lantern and ciuematograph
combined, 3 pairs lenses, case and jets complete,

together with

11 good

films, all in excellent

ARG LAMPS.
All mechanical movements
for centering arc.
These
Lamps are used by the Poly-

technic, (Jueen’s Hall, Royal¢
Photographic Society, etc. *

condition ;

cost £70, price £45, a bargain.—Drake, 35, Heath-street,
Hampstead, N.W.

a

Assender’s “Trilby"’ and
Marriott’s
Limes
Stocked,

Wholesale

R.

and

Retail.

“¥
=

Lantern

BEARD,

R.

Expert

and

Manufacturer,

10, Trafalgar Rd., Old Kent

Rd., LONDON,

S.E.

WANTED!

20,

SS eatich & plain photo slides, Continental and
British scenery, Cathedrals, Castles, Abbeys, etc. ;
also photomicrographs ; very cheap.—Pindar, WyggestonH

HAND-FEED

10,000

a

43a. Each.
SLIDES,
SECONDHAND
Steps,
In His
Sets.
Popular
Slides,
Photo.
Well-painted
Religious and Temperance Stories, Effects, Mottoes, Picture
other
and
War
Boer
Slide.
per
Hymns, Comic Sets, etc., gad.

Sets for Sale or Hire. Slides Made and Painted from Customers’
7. T. WING, CHATTERIS, Cames
Lists Free.
own Negatives, etc.

VOLUMES.

BOUND
OF

Showmen,
Lantern and Cinematograph Operators, and
Entertainers generally, to send 13d. for a copy
of THE

SHOWMAN,

OPTICAL MAGIC LANTERN JOURNAL
FOR

Now

1899

Ready.

Please

mention

THE
15, Harp

Price 3s.
this

Journal

corresponding

Journal

No.

SHOWMAN,
FARRINDON STREET,

ALLEY,

Lonpon,
when

Illustrated

and all Entertainers.
Now Ready.

for Showmen

THE

an

with

E.C.

Advertisers.
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The Optical Migic Lantern
THE

MAGIC

LANTERN:

ESTABLISHED

Journal and Photographic Enlarger.

Its Construction

and Use.

Bound

; ¢¢

1852.

in

Cloth,

Ga.

55

TRADE

CATALOGUE

POST

MARK.

FREE.

“OPTIMUS” MAGIC LANTERNS °%5° DRAWING ROOM +> LECTURE HALL.
Linelight

Each

may

be adapted

without

alteration

Incandescent Gas Burney
Lantern is efficient for Exhibitions.

Magic

Combination with rack and pinion.

”
The

Metal Body, 30/-

Second Quality

do.

Lens

cost of 13!

or in liew of lamp,

13/=
”
gives crisp definition,

”
being

7/6,

”
7i6.
a superior Achromatic

It is fitted to a telescopic lengthening tube, so Raining increased focal accommodation.

is composed of two plano-convex lenses of 4 inches diameter.
Each is in box (except the 21s. instrument).

Superior Japanned

at an extra

Mahogany Outside Body,

21/

Photographic
The

condenser

The refulgent lamp has three wicks, yielding a brilliantly illuminated picture.

Japanned

Lined with Metal,

Fronts.

College Lantern,"Superior Japanned Metal

",

Body.

48/-

—

College Lantern, Russian Iron Body,
Brass Sliding Tubes.

=

Perforated Russian Iron Body,
Brass Sliding Tubes.

is
Mahozany Body Lantern.

;
ma
Russian Iron Body, Adjustable Brass
Stage and Front Tubes.

We

PERKEN,

supply

5

Lantern

Lanterns

of Every

Variety

and

Photographs

Superior Mahogany Outside Body, Lined with
Metal, highly-finished Brass Stage and 3-draw
Telescopic Tubes.

Every

SON & 6%- wwe,

“Student's” Perforated Russian Iron Body
Brass Sliding Tubes.

Accessory

for

Lanternists.

inrneur
> HOLBORN
VIADUCT,

of Various Countries and Peoples,

Plain,

1/-;

LONDON

Coloured,

1/6.

.
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Pictures

especially

increasingly

an

hold

important place amongst the teacher's tools.
Nearly 50 years ago good Thos. B. Smithies
was so convinced of their value in attracting
children to the cause, that

he established

the

first illustrated temperance paper for the young,

the Band of Hope Review. It has done much
to arouse the interest and instruct the minds of
our

members,

is still the best

and

and

most

popular of pictorial papers for young abstainers.
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stomach, alcohol and the heart, alcohol and the

liver and kidneys, death from drink, comparative mortality in various occupations.)

The third set, ‘‘ Abstinence and hard work,”
embodies the practical experience of workers
in all employments and climes, and shows that
every kind ot labour can be done better without
alcohol. (Slides shown :—The blacksmith, glassblowers,

coal-miners,

reapers,

railway

men,

printers, iron-workers, navvies, soldiers, sailors,

the postal service, in the laundry.)
Several of these diagrams may be had with
French
inscriptions.
y
especiall
,
has proved both useful and attractive
For the convenience of lantern lecturers who
before it was so easy as it now is to enlarge
The | wish to go more fully into the subject than the
pictures by means of the optical lantern.
last set of 12 pictures permits, a larger series of
United Kingdom Band of Hope Union has from
40 slides can be had, under the title of ‘‘ The
with
panorama
the
employed
years
its earliest
Temperance Picture Gallery.”
regular
in
great success, and now has four
One of the most popular and useful of our
At the best, however, they are cumber‘use.
lectures is ‘‘The Temperance Sketch
lantern
some and costly.
Book.” It first gives some of the
The growth of photography has made the
production of lantern transparencies so easy
Bible testimony
and cheap, that the optical lantern has been
to total abstinence, and shows that when,
brought within the reach of nearly all societies,
also
as in the case of Hagar, God miraculously
slides
both as to price and simplicity. The
provided a drink for those who were perishing—
can be hired at very low prices, and there are a
that drink was pure water; also that this was
large number suitable for
the beverage of those who were strongest and
temperance purposes.
and Daniel being notable
wisest, Samson
instances.
For speakers who wish to use only a few
It next deals with the manufacture of intoxipictures at a time, the diagram is extremely |
drinks, and teaches that to produce
cating
available in
handy. There are many now
them requires the destruction of all kinds of
various countries, but the most complete are
foods which God has given for the use of His
those issued by the United Kingdom Band of
creatures.
Hope Union. ‘hese are in three sets. The first
Its third section describes some of the social
of intoxicating
illustrates the manufacture
effects of drinking, and the benefits total
liquors, and the economy aspect of the question,
abstinence confers on those who adopt it.
a
Bacchus,
of
Worship
‘‘The
under the title of
Another extremely useful lecture is ‘‘A tem(The following slides, copied
great delusion.”
journey round the world.” It comprises
perance
briefly
and
shown
were
diagrams,
the
from
features connected with drinking in
ng
interesti
tun
described :-—Malting floor and kiln, mash
many lands, and shows how National prosperity
and fermenting vessels, loss of nutriment in
bas in many instances declined as drinking
malting and brewing, analyses of beer and milk,

But pictures of a larger size are needed for
The panorama
illustrating public addresses.

relative

value

of barley, malt,

and

beer;

two

the

still,

ways of spending two shillings, bricks better
than barrels, proportion of alcohol in various
drinks, analyses of port wine and grape juice,
of

manufacture

unfermented

wine,

National expenditure.)
The second set of diagrams,

‘‘ Alcohol and

the human

for those

wish

body,”

to teach

is intended

the effect of alcohol upon

who

the

body. They show how alcohol acts as a foe to
health and longevity. (Slides shown :—Alcohol
a foe, comparison of alcoholic drinks with foods,

alcohol and muscular power, the nervous
system, alcohol and the circulation, the digestive
system, alcohol and digestion, alcohol and the

habits have increased, and vice versa.

It was fitting that the Jubilee of the Band of
Hope movement in 1897 should be marked by
the issue of a valuable lecture showing its rise
This tells the story of the
and progress.
admirable labours of Mrs. Carlile, who spent
the last 30 years of a long and honoured career .
in winning children to the safe side. Together
with

the Rev. Jabez

Tunnicliff

she originated

and gave the society its happy name “ Band of
Its subsequent history is traced in an
Hope.”
interesting manner, and the lecture also shows
what a great variety of work is being done
among the young in our schools, workhouses,
training ships, and other institutions.
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The excellent work of the Temperance
Hospital is described in a short but useful
lecture. Its foundation and growth, its devoted
supporters and staff, its various wards and
departments, all help to make up an instructive
story,7, which
cannot be too well known.
wh
This
hospital is an object lesson to the world, proving
by actual experience that alcohol is as unnecessary as a medicine as it is as a beverage.

: him, and he must make a cross. ‘That will
be John Tregenoweth, his mark,” she says.
| At this moment his finger touches the scar of
| the wound, and he says bitterly ‘John
Tregenoweth, his mark!”’
This thought comes
| to him whenever he is tempted to break his
© pledge, and the story has a happy ending.
The teaching of temperance by means of
; song has always been one of our prime methods
The temperance movement owes so much to | of propaganda.
Some of these songs lend
John B. Gough, that his remarkable life and i themselves readily to lantern illustration, and I
wonderful work are fully deserving of comfeel sure that when the singers see the graphic
memoration through the lantern,
The lecture,
representation of what they are singing, the
‘‘ A famous orator: An evening with John B.
force of the truth is much more likely to be
Gough,” tells the story of his early life and
realised and remembered.
~
rescue from the slavery of drink.
It is a
The illustration of solos, in which the words
striking instance of how the kindness and
do not appear on the screen, is becoming more
earnest pleading of an humble man may be the
popular, and proves a welcome item in a@ promeans of saving one whose burning words
gramme.
Simple temperance songs may often
shall influence untold myriads for good.
A — thus be made more pleasing, if suitable pictures
number of quotations from his orations are | be chosen.
given, with graphic illustrations.
Some of our most popular recitations have
Much may be taught through the medium of
been illustrated with slides.
It is a capital
stories. There are now a great number of good
change for such recitations to be performed by
temperance tales illustrated by slides. One of
different persons.
They

the most popular and powerful is ‘The little
captain.” A working man becomes a drunkard, |

and ruins his happy home and his prospects.
His children are taunted by their companions,
“Your father’s a drunkard.”
The family
removes

to a wretched

court, and there little

may

be introduced

| into lectures, or a full programme may be given
of recitations and songs with lantern illustra; tions.
|
It is well

to mix temperance slides with
Jamie forms amongst the children a band of | others, or the audience may weary of the
‘‘cold( spring volunteers.”
The sufferings of | subject.
The Band of Hope Union has for
the little ones are
| years hired out complete sets sufficient for an
, evening’s exhibition, in which the temperance
touchingly portrayed.
.
: subjects are judiciously introduced, each proFinally Jamie, “the little captain,” dies from | gramme having a pleasing variety and a
the effects of a blow received from his tipsy
specially prepared reading.
This renders it
father.

This leads to the

man’s reformation,

and little Jamie’s work lives in after years,
and does much for the good of the wretched
neighbourhood.
The combination of music and story is a
happy one, and much more so when coupled
with the additional charm
of
illustrative
¢
pictures
Amongst these temperance stories
.
with song, probably none has had go large a
sale and accomplished so much good as “John
Tregenoweth, his mark,” by Rev. Mark Guy
Pearse.

John

is a blind

Cornishman, who

is

much easier for societies to use the lantern, and

'
:

the plan is greatly appreciated.
T have dealt thus tully with the methods of
lantern work adopted in the United Kingdom,
because this country has been foremost in the
production
of temperance
slides and the
cheapening
of lantern
apparatus.
Other
countries have bought largely from us, but the
differences of language and style make the

,
.
.
|
| selection

of

suitable

Latterly, however,

some

slides
other

commenced preparing their own.

very

difficult.

countries

have

I give some

led about by his daughter Mary, and earns a
examples from a short series just issued by the
living by playing the fiddle in the streets and at
central committee of ‘‘L’Espoir,” the Swiss
public-houses. The temptation to drink is too
Band of Hope Union. They are intended to
4
him. In one of his drunken fits the | show how the work amongst the children is
for bit
great
little maid is knocked down and injured. Her j carried on.
illness brings John to his senses, and when she
In one we see a meeting being instructed in
recovers he tells her he will sign the pledge... the chemistry of temperance, with experiments
She reminds him that someone must write for
and blackboard illustrations.
The speaker is
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YORK

&

SON,

SPECIAL.

Che Earliest and Largest
Producers of Zantern Slides.

CATALOGUE OW RRECEIPT
EIPTOFBUSINESS CARD.
Indents can be sentLannea all1Shipping Houses.

YORK

&

vii.

Optical

Lanterns,

with

4 inch Compound

Condensers

ROBERT

SON,

H. CLARK,

Wholesale

Optictan,

67, Lancaster Road, Notting hill, London. W.

ROYSTON,

PATENTS

TRADEMARKS.

and

W.P. THOMPSON
322, HIGH

Telegraphic Address :
“DISCOVERY, LONDON.”

Also at 6, LORD ST., LIVERPOOL;

and

Ihree-wick Lamps, 22/-; with Four-Wick Lamps, 24/-. Handpainted Slides from 4ad,;3 Splendidly coloured 3} by 3} Slides
in sets of 12, price 2/6 per set; or four sets for 9/6, Full-sized
Changing Comic Slipping Slides, in mahogany frames, 7d.
each or 6/6 per doz.
Lever Action
Slides from 1/6 each.
Rackwork
Slides (including chromatropes), 2/6 each. Best
quality double motion Interchangeable
Chromatropes,
2/3; extra Discs from Gd. per pair. “ Lightning’ double-carrier
Frames, from 1/- each.
Slides for small Lanterns from 5d. per
dozen. New Catalogue gratis and post free,

HOLBORN,

& CO.,

LONDON,

6, BANK ST., MANCHESTER;

Patents secured, maintained, defended and worked in ‘all countries.
opinions on infringements given, and expert evidence arranged.

HERTS.

LOWER

W.C.
TEMPLE

Oppositions

Telephone No.
6823, HOLBORN

ST., BIRMINGHAM.

conducted,

searches

made,

Trademarks, Designs and Copyrights secured and defended in all countries granting protection.
Handbook

of Patent

Law.

Tenth Edition

British Portion, 6d.

All countries, 2s. 6d.

Established _1886.

FREDERICK J. STEDMAN,
Lantern Slide Maker
and

PRACTICAL

Goloutist,

I], ROSE TERRACE, SURREY LANE,
BATTERSEA PARK, LONDON, S.W.

PHOTGGRAPHER

An Illustrated Monthly intended for the higher vanks of
Professicnal and Amateur Photographers.
Devoted equally
to the art, science, and applications of photography.
Those

who,

in the

past,

have

been

troubled

with

their limes splitting by reason of inferior material
SANDS, HUNTER & Co,
SHOULD USE THE NEW
Photographic Apparatus and Lanterns, “CRETON”
LIMES
NEW AND SECOND HAND, BY ALL THE BEST MAKERS,
(Regd. No. 227,117)
Lanterns and Operator let out for evening entertainments for children, &c. Terms Moderate.

20, Oranbourne St., Leicester Square, London, W.C.

Dissolving View Magic Lanterns and Slides
Photographic

Apparatus, Scientific Instruments
description of miscellaneous property.

and

every

Me: J. O, STEVENS begs to announce that he holds Sales of the
above, every Friday, at half-past twelve precisely, at his great
Rooms, 88, King Street, Covent Garden, London,
Gentlemen wishing to include property in these Sales are requested to
send particulars one week prior to sale.

Please

mention

this Journal

when

which will give a most intense light, and will last longer
than any other lime on the market.
If any difficulty is experienced in obtaining these
limes from ANY LANTERN
DEALER, application should be made direct to the manufacturer,

H, NOYCE
85, NUNHEAD LANE,
OF Bag PECKHAM, LONDON, ‘s.c.
N.B.—These

Limes, besides being better than any hitherto
introduced,
are much cheaper.
They are being adopted
by all the principal theatres, both at home and abread.—
Vide Daily Press.

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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BERIN'’S
For
OXYGEN

Limelight,

Medieal,

of Guaranteed

Manufacture,

OXYGEN.

Purity

Metallurgical,
supplied

in

and

Cylinders

and complying with all the established

other

purposes.

of the

Best

Trade and Railway

The public are respectfully informed that all Cylinders which
Companrzs (whether their own or their Customers) are labelled with the are filled by the Brin
Companies’ Trade Mark,
This label guarantees the purity of the Gas, and is a further guarantee
that the Cylinder has
been tested and proved sound in'every respect by the Brin Company which
has filled it. Customers who wish to procure BRrn's OxYGEN aré requested to see that the Cylinders
supplied
to them bear this label, which is also stamped with the date on which
the Cylinder was filled.
The Works

of the Bain Companins are open during business hours to
their Customers, who are at liberty to test the quality of Gas being manufactu the inspection of
red, and to watch
their own Cylinders being tested and filled.

BRITISH
Regulations

HELO if
| i ait
i li

=
SS

nines sesel

eee
rade

ark.

Price Lists of Gases, Cylinders, and all Accessories, can be obtained from the Company's
accredited Agents, or will be
sent Post free on application.

BRIN'’S OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, 34, Victoria Street, WESTMINSTER, $.W.

Works—69, Horseferry Road, WESTMINSTER, S.W.

Addresses—

MANCHESTER OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Great Marlborough Street, MANCHESTER.
BIRMINGHAM OXYGEN COMPANY, Limited, Saltley Works, BIRMINGHAM.
Please

mention

this Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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The

Mons. Gustave Regamey, founder of L’Espoir,
and its principal agent. This gentleman spent
a winter in England for the purpose of learning
the language and studying our Band of Hope
methods.
Right well has he benefited by what
we were able to do for him. He has translated and adapted many of our publications,
including an admirable liftle chemical primer
by my friend, Mr. Walter N. Edwards, F.C.S.
Many of these lessons and recitations appear in
a capital periodical he issues monthly for the
children,

in

which

the

teaching

is

very

thorough.
Mons. Regamey is a firm believer in the
value of the lantern, and has collected a large
assortment of the most

suitable

slides, besides

selling the necessary apparatus.
Our friends in Finland also are making free
use:of..the lantern. They have purchased a
considerable. number of slides and lanterns, and

are working in.connection with an educational
society, so that temperance slides are used in
combination with those on such
useful subjects

as astronomy, geology, physiology, bee culture,
poultry rearing, etc.
They are now commencing to prepare their own slides.
The Union Francaise
Antialcoolique
has
issued a capital assortment of slides, under the
able direction of our good friends Dr. Legrain
and Pasteur Henri Merle d’Aubigné.
One set
containg 58 slides of an. educational character.
They describe how alcoholism
injures the
various organs of the body, and promotes
diseases of the most loathsome and terrible
character.
Some of the instances illustrated

have

alcohol in different lands, etc.

Two.life-model sets have been issued. One
illustrates the progress of degradation in the
home of a drunkard, and the sufferings of his
A sober workman

when

he marries,

he takes to drinking, and his wife and children
have to suffer. privation and hunger. The three
children cry for bread. To get food for them
the mother parts with her household treasures
one by one until the furniture is all gone, and
the little ones have nothing but an old mattress
to sleep upon. On his return one night she
pleads with him, and declares she can bear his

cruelty nolonger.

deals her a fatal blow, and then on seeing its
effect he runs away, leaving the helpless
children to the tender mercies of the world.
Another life-model set is of a more cheerful
Little Madeleine joins the Band of
character.
Hope, where she eagerly drinks in the instrucSke takes
tion given by Madame Donadieu.
home her papers, in which her father becomes
Instead of going to the
deeply interested.
public-house he stays at home to help her work ”
These things set him
out a temperance sum.
thinking, and in the end he decides to give up
:
the drink.
The exigencies of the work in France’ make
it necessary for these slides to be issued in two
editions,

one

suitable

for Protestants

the

and

other with a Sister of Mercy instead of Madame »
Donadieu, for the use of Catholics.

In Sweden particular
devoted to this style of

attention
:

:

is being

temperance teaching,
and in other countries which space forbids me
to refer to in detail.
I trast that what I have been privileged to
bring before you will lead you to realise more
fully the value of this attractive method of

temperance propaganda..- Let us go to our
respective spheres of labour with the firm
resolve to leave nothing untried which is likely
to further our high and holy enterprise. And
may .the Blessed Master who has seen fit to
place this work in our hands so inspire our zeal
and guide our efforts, that ever-increasing
success may smile upon the temperance cause
in every land, until the curse of drink be swept
away, and purity, peace, and love shall reign.

come

under Dr. Legrain’s observation in his professional capacity ag chief physician of one of
the French lunatic asylums. . There are also
some valuable charts and tables, giving interesting information as to the consumption of

children.
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Mad with drunken rage he

A

New

Use

for the
graph.

Cinemato-

\ HE possibility of using the cinematograph as a means of determining
the speed at which a motor car is
travelling has
been
mentioned
several

times

in the French Press,

and according to the Photo-Revuwe, the
practical solution of the question has
been almost completed by the labours of
a young mechanician who has devised a special
auxiliary instrument for the purpose.
The

method of procedure is thus described by the
Editor of the Photo-Revue :—
‘“‘ Suppose a motor vehicle is passing a given
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place where the cinematographer has set up his
apparatus, so that it may be as nearly as
possible perpendicular to the line followed by
the motor.
‘“« The apparatus registers a certain number of
successive images, A, B, C On the film,

“‘The ordinary manipulations having been
completed, two images (separated by a certain
number

of others,

say,

B,

C, D,) are super-

imposed so that the outlines of the fixed
portions of the picture exactly coincide.
‘‘ By doing this a result is obtained such as is
shown in Fig. II., and a geometrical construction
such as is also there shown made. A triangle
is obtained, the apex of which is the position of
the optical centre of the apparatus and the two
points in the base, the positions of some one
point in the image of the moving object—e.g.,

By JucononeBe
a

fe

Continued from page 114.

Y making the slide a little more complicated, the conjuror can be made

to perform another trick. Before
the centre of the front wheel.
explaining how
to fit up the
“All that now remains
necessary
parts,
the
reader’s
is co calculate the length
attention should be directed once
of this base (E a), having
more to the celluloid strip bearing
given the angle (a), and
the rabbit, that forms the third leg
knowing that o x is equal
of the table.
The edges of this strip should be
to the distance of the apblackened, so that when it moves up and down
paratus from the motor.
its motion will not be noticed.
The legs of the
‘This distance is the
table being of a light colour, the effect of the
factor to be determined by
slide will be heightened, for it would
be
the operator as accurately
impossible for any working parts to be hidden
as possible. He may make
behind them ; at least, so the audience would
use of reference marks on
think,
the ground and other means.
Let us now see how another effect may be
“The practical application | added to the slide, Fig. VII. willbe required for
reference.
will be free from every doubt
On the side of the fixed glass opposite to that
as soon as it is possible to |
on which the conjuror’s body, etc., are glued is
exactly measure this distance. What is wanted
fixed a similar body exactly registering over the
is an instrument by which this can be done
without any opportunity for errors of personal | other, so that when placed in the lantern only
one body would be seen. Another similar table
observation to creep in.
young engineer,
is also glued to this same side of the glass
with whom we have been in collaboration, has
exactly registering over the other on the other
made
most
encouraging
progress in this
side.
direction. With the aid of a special optical
The third leg is formed by another strip of
arrangement he obtains a determination of the
celluloid blackened at its edges, and bearing a
distance which is mathematically exact. All
man’s head. This strip, 19, Fig. VIL, will be
that the operator has to do is to point the
instrument in the required direction ; the further ; referred to again later on. The two levers 11
and 12 are attached to the inside of the framedetails of the apparatus are for the present
| work in the same manner as the others were.
reserved.”

ix.
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RILEY BROTHERS, LIMITED.
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Splendid New Slide Sets for Season 1900-1901.
THE BOER WAR, 60 Slides and Up-to-Date Reading.
| The Armies of Europe,
of the Empire, 60 Slides.
QUEEN,
THE
OF
SAILORS

Soldiers

A MAGNIFICENT

ON

SET

FINE

THE

AMERICAN

SETS,

Reading.

60 or 96 Slides, and

NAVY,

BRITISH

60 Slides.

with

Readings

:—

A Scamper Through the States, 62 Slides; A Month in the United States and Canada, 60 Slides;
New York to Florida, 60 Slides; Life among the Darkies, etc., 48 Slides.

NEW

Heroes

SBRIES

Illustrated

ND

Heroines

bomns,

WITH FLORAL BORDERS,

OF THE BIBLE.
60 SLIDES.

ECHANICAL
EFFECTS.

ee
FILMS.
Patentees

and

Makers

of

withDissolver)
The “Lawson Saturator, ” “sis, soe7ssi(iamsr Sateaton
13 whi

insi

ntern, an

s

coal gas umnecessary.

#6108.

rice

The Rilford” Automatic Oxygen Generator, *irrerica? viicn astomaticaly
generates oxygen as required. Price £5 10s. and £6 10s.
(6

°

9?

.

IT

ALSO

vellous

SAVES

i

Ss

LIFE,

and is invaluable to the medical profession.

Catalogues, 318 pages, post free, 9d.
PLEASE

NAME

Hive Lists, gratis and post free.

‘* Praestantia” and “‘ Rilford” Pamphlets,

each, 1d. Operators’ Guide, Seventh Edition, post free, 4d.
THIS
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———_!

55 & 57, GODWIN STREET, BRADFORD.
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when
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NEW TEMPERANCE SLIDES,

METALLIC
(BRIER’S
PATENT)

BELLOWS

R EGULATOR

|

SHSHHSHCHHESHSHHHOHOHOHHOD

‘‘JUST A LITTLE DROP FOR JANIE.”
Recitation by Mrs.
H. A: BeAvaN.
Describing howa pretty little child acquired
the appetite for drink in her visits

“fetch father's beer.”

to the

public

house to

Drawings by J. F. WEEDON. 6 Slides.

Reading 3d.
“«MOTHER, MUST I GO?”
Recitation by Mrs. H. A. BEAVAN.
A drunken mother compcls her little girl to go to the tavern
for liquor.
Whilst the woman is in astate of helpless intoxication: the child crouches over the fire, her clothes catch
alipht, and she is so much injured that she afterwards dics
in the hospital.
Drawings by Dupnuy Huatu..
6 Slides.
Reading 4a.
AE
TH E CAPTAIN'S WELL.
Poem by J. G. WHITTIER, telling
how.an old captain digs a well by the roadside, in fulfilment
of a vow he had made whilst suffering the agonies of thirst
in the desert.
He was content in his declining years to sit
near the well and watch the travellers quenching their thirst.
Drawings by C. Howarp.
4 Slides.
Reading 4d.
WHAT THE TRAIN BROUGHT.
A'powerful story illustrating
the danger of even “one glass.” Little Lily, a founding, is
adopted by a couple living close to the railway,.in whose
gurden

she

was

left

by

someone

whilst

the

train

was

7

Price ZO/-

THE SCOTCH AND IRISH OXYGEN
COMPANY,

LIMITED,

Rosehill Works, Polmadie, GLASGOW.

ACETYLENE

FOR

BRAVE

COASTGUARDSMAN.

A

courtship

and

married

life, and

the

“INGANTO” Generator
Was

trouble that caine

the

FIRST!
and remains

the BEST!

Who can be satisficd to use Oil or other,
inferior illuininants now that. the magnificent light of

ACETYLENE
is available at small cost ?

:

Full Particulars on Application to

Thorn & Hoddle Acetylene Co., Ltd.

truc story, described

in verse by Wirt. BLAcKWoop.
Gcorge Oately saves the
crew of a stranded biurque by swimniing out and fastoning
a rope to its mast, along which the men are drawn.
Tho
hero staunchly refuses brandy, although exhausted:
He
is afterwards rewarded by the Queen, who “fastened her
uicdal on his breast.”
6 Slides. Reading 4d.
MOUNTAIN MARY. Corney Siminonds’ ballad tells of Mary's

LANTERNS.

THE...

stopping.
On a very hot day ‘ Daddy”: takes a glass of
liquoy, and is found by Lily aslcep on the rails. Unable to
rouse him, she runs to meet the approaching train, which
pulls up just in time to save the man, but not until the child
has been knocked over and killed.
Drawings
by J. F.
WEEDON.
8 Slides. Reading 4d.
THE PUBLICAN’S DREAM.
Recitation by A.J. GLAssPooL,
describing the scenes that pass before Boniface in his sleep,
leading him to renounce his evil calling.
Three effects,
which may be had fox single or double lantern,
Drawings
by A. GrekNHow.
6 Slides. Reading 4d.
THE WRECK OF THE SCHILLER.
One of Miss A. L. WestcCOMBE’s stirring poems, telling how the noble ship met its
doom, not by the storm, or the mists, or the waves, but on
acalni night, through the drunkenness of its officers and
muen.
6 Slides. Reading 3d.

THE

OPTICAL

8B

1, TOTHILL STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Where

ges

The

the Light

Best

always

in THIS

se THE

to

her through Sailor Ben's drinking.
She bravely bears up
during his hnprisonment, and meets him at the prison gate,

can

be

secn.

World.

oe4

. but is so exhausted by want and exposure that she ultimately

THE

succumbs, leaving him wilh words of love and forgiveness.
Superior Life Model Nlustrations.
6 Slides. Reading 4d.
INTERRUPTED
WEDDING.
A recitation
by Kartu
Krusty.
Fanny will not consent to marry Fred until he
becomes an abstainer.
On the wedding morning an old
friend persuades him to take a “last glass.” By her keen
scnse of smell his bride discovers during the service that

he

has

broken

his

vow,

and

astonishes

the

company

Lantern

Reading ta.

TEMPERANCE
SHOULD

BE

USHD

BY FVERY

TEMPERANCE

HYMNS,
&c.

LANTERNIST.

Plain, 12s. per doz.; Well
Coloured,
per doz.
Packing and Postage Extra.

LARGE STOCK OF SLIDES ON HIRE AT MOST
Send for Full List,

UNITED

KINGDOM

BAND

OF

24s.

REASONABLE
F

‘RATES.

HOPE

UNION,

Please

mention

this Journal

:
Aberdeen. .

-:

Maker of Limelight Apparatus.
Blow-through Jets from 7/6.
Equal

Mixed Jets from’8/6.

to the Best.

Repairs to. Lanterns and Cinematographs.:
cutting for Cinematographs

208, ST. JOHN.STREET,
when

ts
Street,

J. BONNEVILLE,

Wheel

60;, Onn Bariey, ‘Lonnon, E.G. ‘

FREE.-

& CO,,; LTD.,
2, St. Swithin

SLIDES

LECTURE SETS, ILLUSTRATED
RECITATIONS, DIAGRAMS,

LISTS

NAAR Aer

G. W. WILSON

OF

Made from special Drawings and Photographs, executed
by firstclass Artists, under the direction of the Union, comprising—

Prices:

DESCRIPTIVE

og

A LARGE VARIETY

Slides.

by

saying “No!” instead of ‘I will’. He repents, and aftcr
two years of probation the deferred marriage is happily
consummated:
Superior Life Model Illustrations.
4 Slides.

corresponding

with

noe

and other purposes.

CLERKENWELL,
E.C.
Advertisers.
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The conjuror’s head is cut out of celluloid and
connected with a long wire rod 16 which passes
through the staple 17. This rod is pivoted to
the lever 12, which is in turn pivoted to the
framework at 22. The lever is furnished with a
spiral spring which is secured at one end.
The rest R will have to be slightly altered in
shape when the two tricks are included in one
slide. It must be made so that it will bend over
at right angles and form a: rest not only for the

levers 7, N and D (Fig I.), but also for the levers
11 and 12 (Fig. VIJ.).
15 is a screw serving as a stop to the lever 12.
The celluloid strip 19 that we have spoken of
has painted at its extreme end the face of a
man-—the features being those of the conjuror
himself.
This strip passes through two guide
plates 20 and 21, pinned respectively to the
table and base, and is then pivoted to the lever
11. This lever is pivoted at 23, and is
furnished with a spiral spring.

conjuror, whilst in a headless condition, being,

by this means, made to strike the dish cover
several blows with his wand.
The lever marked 11 (Fig. VII.) is now pulled
down to the stop 14 and held there.
The head
painted on the strip 19 is thus raised above the
level of the vessel on the table, but as the cover

is on the vessel it is not
audience.

yet visible

to the

The lever n, Fig. I., is now pressed

up and the cover thus removed.
The head that
had detached itself from the conjuror and
disappeared, is then shown reposing within the
dish.

After a few seconds n is released and the

cover

consequently replaced.

11, Fig. VII., is

also released, and the head at the end of the

strip 19 pulled down below the level of the
vessel on the table. At the same time the lever
12 (which has been kept pressed up to the rest
R during all these operations) is released and the
conjuror’s head slowly takes up its proper
position on his body. n, Fig. I., is now actuated
again, and when the cover

is removed, the dish

is once more shown to be empiy.
The reader will find that the trouble entailed
in the construction of this slide will be amply
repaid, for its effect when exhibited by means of
the lantern on the screen is very considerable—
absolutely no working parts being visible to the
audience.

The

Lantern
By

EDGAR

in

Business.

CLIFTON.

(Q aK HE applications of the lantern as an
We, -2
aid in every-day commercial routine
13 is a stop screw.
14 is a screw limiting the
play of the lever 11. All the parts necessary
for the addition of another trick have been
described.
Before we show how to manipulate
the levers for the exhibition of this second trick,

we must remark that when
combined in one slide as we
conjuror’s head s and the
with the arm x (Fig. I.) are
head being now, of course,
side of the glass.

the two tricks are
have described, the
link connecting it
dispensed with, the
upon the opposite

When all is ready, then the lever vn, Fig. I., is

raised.

The

cover

of the

dish

is thereby

removed, and the dish shown to be empty.

The

AX 3)

have been few and almost entirely

(a

limited to general advertising, and
that usually out of doors.
The

t
ae
a

results have as arule not been encouraging
to the promoters, and nearly all schemes
of this character have died a natural

death.

There

is, however, an

unlimited

field

for the employment of the lantern in replacing
the pattern book and portfolio of photographs
of the manufacturer, the builder, the decorator,
and, in fact, almost every trade or profession.

It is on record that the celebrated photographer Sarony had a lantern permanently
installed in a screened recess, and that when a

sitter called to inspect his proofs he was
unexpectedly introduced to a life-sized and let
us hope life-like presentment of himself, which
the rest R. The rod 16 is pulled down bringing
in many cases he was anxious to secure in a
the conjuror’s head with it, which thus
mysteriously detaches itself from his shoulders ’ more lasting form for the benefit of posterity;
whereby the photographer prospered exceedand disappears from view.
The lever 7 (Fig I.)
ingly, and his flocks and herds (or their modern
is now raised and released a few times, the
lever is then released, and the cover is replaced.
The lever 12 (Fig. VII.) is now pressed up to
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equivalents) multiplied upon the face of the
earth.
Now, this is a proceeding which might be
copied with advantage by almost everyone who
has anything, depending more or less upon its
appearance, to sell.

manufacturer

can

For example, the furniture

thus show

his patrons

his

cabinets, chairs, and wardrobes in their natural

size, with every detail as clearly defined as if
the

actual

article

were

on

view,

instead

of

having to rely upon a drawing a few inches
square. The dealer in carpets or other fabrics
can

now,

thanks

to such

workers

as

Ives,

Sanger, Shepherd, or Joly, show not only the
designs of his goods, but their actual colours and
texture, at the cost of a few shillings; whereas
formerly the heavy expense of chromo-lithography was unavoidable.
The same may be
said of nearly all trades in which
/
objects

are handled.

Glass,

of art

porcelain,

metal work, monumental

wood

carving,

sculptures, and a host

of like articles may all be shown on a scale
which enables
the ordinary purchaser to
appreciate their value far more readily than he
can ever be expected to do by the aid of even
the most elaborate catalogue.
To the architect,
the builder, and
decorator, the lantern once used must
afterwards be indispensable.
The architect
show his patron not only general views

the
ever
can
and

carefully classified should stand in an open
rack, so placed that any desired subject may be
reached without effort.
The lantern itself
should be a single one, and the optical arrangements should be first class, as an absolutely
sharp rendering of the finest details must be
secured, or nothing but disappointment can
result.
The general arrangements of the lantern
room must of necessity be determined by circumstances.
In the majority of cases a
perfectly opaque curtain of thick serge or plush
would suffice to darken the room sufficiently
for an effective display. The lantern should be
mounted upon a bracket about 5 feet from the
floor on one side of the room, while the screen

occupied a position on the wall facing it. If
the fixed bracket were objectionable the lantern
might stand upon a tall but firm pedestal on
casters, which pedestal would form a convenient
cabinet for slides or a holder for a small acetylene generator, if gas or electricity were not
available.
So much for the lantern.
The production of
the slides entails much more trouble, but
fortunately they can be made at leisure, or the
services of a professional enlisted for the whole
or part of the work.

If, however, the lantern

owner be an amateur photographer, it will be
easy for him to secure the necessary negatives,
and in many cases to make the slides himself,
only needing to put the colouring into outside
details of his existing masterpieces, but also
hands. In this connection it may be noted
examples of style of all ages and all countries; | that most slides to be uséd in the way now

while the decorator can at will reproduce the
interior fittings of the palace, the mansion, or

under discussion
should
be coloured,
; elaborately, and above all not gaudily,

not

but
sufficiently to give a clear idea of the general

the villa, without troubling his client even to
step into the next room.
effect. Besides, this colouring helps to differNow, as to the practical application of the
entiate between colours
suggestion.
How is it to be done without such !
widely dissimilar
a serious loss of time that the annoyance to
both buyer and seller from this cause should
in their visual effect, but nearly the same in their
not outweigh the very substantial advantages
photographic intensity.
For example, if the
of the scheme?
Manifestly, limelight and oil
house agent wishes to show his client a red
lamps are out of court, as neither can be | brick house nestling in green trees, no monobrought into action with sufficient readiness.
chrome can do it justice; on the other hand, a
We have, however, an excellent substitute for
fine piece of stone carving or an oak sideboard.
the one in the electric are light, and for the
would lose rather than gain by being artificially
other in the incandescent or Welsbach gas
coloured.
Before long the three colour process
light, which require only the pressing of a
will become part of every-day photography, and
button or the turning of a tap to develop their
we may then be assured that the industrial and
full power. The screen should wherever possible | business use of the lantern will become as
consist of a whitened wall; for small sizes an
general as that of the typewriter is to-day. We
opaque screen rolling up like a map may in
only need some enterprising American or Consome cases be preferable, although even the
tinental firm to show the way, and our manulabour of lowering the screen should if possible: facturers will, after assuring themselves that
be dispensed with. The lantern should have
there really is a market, lay themselves out to
its permanent stand or bracket, and the slides
satisfy their new clientele.
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The
Relation
of Man
Optical System of the
Life

of the

By

to the | back to his mind’s eye, through the smokeclouds of mystery, the quiet demeanour of a
Human | bygone personage, George Buckland by name,
| who would (as was his wont) have sung :—

Universe.

ALBERT
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“Say what shall my song be to-night ;

TRANTER.

And its strain at your bidding shall flow,

Shall its measure be sportive and light.
(ves N order to utilise the optical lantern ,
Or its murmur be mournful and low?”
to illustrate a fine philosophical
Surely the foodstuffs in the field grow daily
thought out the ;
idea, I have
following diagram, and which I | apace, till one becomes alarmed at the numbers,
and which makes the task of selection difficult
» think will be of considerable inin the extreme.
terest to those who believe in looking
The many purposes, both intellectual and
beyond the beauty of mere material
recreative, to which the optical magic lantern
things to the beauty of spiritual or
is put, are numberless, and no matter what the
intellectual light, and to which beauty that of
purpose be, it is food for the lecturer in that
all material things must at all times be subparticular groove of thought.
gervient to, though the one is not, perhaps,
There is nothing in Nature that is not a main
complete without the other, notwithstanding
factor for debate, so if that be accepted, every
what is said by ascetics on the matter :—

=)

Life and Actions.

Guass.--The Brain or Mind of Man.
Pictures.—Thoughts or Inspirations.

Lamp.—The Human Body.
O1L.—Material Foroes of Nature.

OPERATOR.—Deity or Satan (or Spirits of Good and Kyil).

Platform
By W.

LONE

Foodstuffs.
SMITH.

in his ‘‘ Sanctum Sanctorum,”

the lanternist sits wonderingly
bewildered, for is he not there for
‘(fixing up’? purposes, and finds
the task somewhat puzzling. His
subject for the coming session does
not come so readily as it used to do ;
somehow or other it has strayed into
the

maze

and

got

mixed

with

wars,

and

blade of grass, the grain of the field, the earth’s
productions generally, all forms of animal and
vegetable life, the raindrop, from the time it
leaves the cloud in its purity to the close of its
purpose, the metals and minerals that are stored

beneath the surface, and limitless others, have
been made, or can be made, subjects for lantern
‘treatment.

Experience has shown us, that though the
foodstuffs for lecturers are so many and various,
so algo are the lecturers many and various, and
might be divided into several classes. It would

rumours of wars, with successes and failures of

be absurd to infer here, that all lecturers wanted,

expositions, with the attractions and difficulties
that attend the opening up of new territory; it
has knocked against tragic assassination of
potentates whose lives have been blameiess,
stumbled against flesh and blood heroes, of
whom, until yesterday, nobody had either

or cared

heard of or cared about; it has made impact
with China, and impinged South Africa; truly
what has become of it ? And our friend is scared,

lights a pipe of collectiveness, tries to bring

to know anything of a variety of
subjects, because the majority simply don’t ;one
subject as a rule is sufficient for the lecturer
proper, and at that he will hammer away all
his life long. The manof science, taken in the
abstract, abhors to be thought anything else

than a man of science, and he will teach that
branch of his research and nothing more or less ;
in other words, he has gained knowledge from

study, is anxious

and
to be a philanthropist,
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impart what
is a lecturer
to recognise
strations to
calls

he knows to be fact to others; he
proper, and should he condescend
the usefulness of pictorial demonmake his meaning more clear, he

the lantern

add much

to his aid;

to his own

stock

not. that it will
of knowledge,

but

that it may assist him in driving home the truths
he endeavours to propound to others.
Science as a foodstuff for the scientific
lecturer

is inexhaustive,

and the audiénce

he

addresses is quite opposite in taste and opinion
to the science audience of a quarter of a century
ago.
Books on any branch of the subject, even
if they be thoroughly accurate, are not easily
understood, they are too comprehensive in their
treatment,

taking much time to read, and often

leave much that is blank on the mind of the
reader, The use of the lantern clears this up
to a very large extent.
Readers may be aware that some science
subjects would not be attempted in these go-ahead times without the why and wherefore
being shown on the screen.
Space only allows
of making mention of one of a number.
Sir
Norman Lockyer, perhaps the head of English
astronomers,

could

teach

phenomena

by word

of mouth

us

of the

much

about

A

Cheap

and Effective Lantern
Stand.
By H. H. WARD.

ESIGN

(Ap HREE seasons ago J had to take up
\\Z 4
a series of exhibitions on Saturday
% by)
i)

aS

;
2)
Pa

evenings.

These

were

all held in

the same building, and it was
evident, after the first night, that
I should have to have some
other
oa

support

for my

lantern

than the big

w
shaky thing that was forthcoming on my
urgent application for a ‘small firm table.”

Naturally, I thought of all the excellent stands
I had seen for sale. Now excellent stands cost
money, and of silver or gold I had very little.
Copper was ‘king, so a couple of big boxes
which had contained packets of rolled oats, and
some pieces of board had to form a stand somehow or another. I had three things to consider.

the

sun

alone, but how much

more

should we learn by the teaching being accompanied by practical demonstration.
Science is
crammed full of foodstuffs for the lantern.
The same may be said of history, philosophy,
literature, chemistry, biography, and of the fine
arts, and in fact very many more.

It may
programme

September

be of
for

interest
one

to

day,

;

state

that

the

viz.,

Monday,

10th, at the meeting of the British

Association, held at Bradford, embraced eighty-

six papers and reports—and it may safely be
stated that quite 50 per cent. of the subjects
would be foodstuff for lanterndom.
But there are lecturers who are not deep
thinkers,

and

who,

if

left

to

themselves,

would come poorly off. Those of the geographical
turn take advantage of the most popular undertaking or sensation on—as it were—the public
market, and as examples affairs in South Africa, in
China, the voyage of the Southern Cross, and
exploration

of the Polar seas

claim

attention,

and are safe foodstuffs for digestion. The public
like to know of the daily talked of nations, so
the geographist is never at a standstill.
There is also a class of lecturer who, as Pat
says, ‘‘is not a lecturer. at all, at all’’; he who

merely reads or recites the stereotyped matter
prepared by so-and-so at so much per yard, and
of whom I may have something to say. later.

The stand must take up very little floor space.
It must not be easily upset. It must be very
light and strong.
What was evolved covers
these points I think.
First, I cut the legs.
These are 4 feet
6 inches long, and % by 14 inches thick.
A
piece of 7 inch board was sawn up to make the
four.
Two pieces of wood from the ends of the boxes,
which were 4 inch thick, were cut to the

shape of a (Fig. I.).

The top edges of these

pieces were 17 inches long, while

18 inches.

The breadth was

the base was

7 inches,

go the
correct angle can very easily be marked if a
centre line is used. These pieces were firmly
screwed to the legs on their flatter sides at the
angle as shown, in order to make them wider at
the foot than at the top, but the legs were kept
4 inch off the edge for the reason that will
be seen further on. A little piece of wood was
fixed between the top of the legs to secure the
top of the stand. This is marked B (Fig. I.).
The cross pieces c (Fig. I.) were 19 inches long
outside, and { inch square. They were put on the
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Specialities in Magic Lanterns & Perfect Cinematographs
HUGHES’ STREET CINEMATOGRAPH | HUGHES’ MOTO- SE
Or

ODTDOOR

COINS3 MONEY

PHEP-SHOW.

REVERSING

“SUMMER,
Stilla great success

| Cinematograph

rice
£21 10s. complete
For 20 People.

THE

WN

ACTIONED

DOUBLE

Is an innovation
on all
existing machines.

DUPLEX

A superb piece of
mechanism giving
Brilliant Steady Pictures
from 10 feet to 20 feet.
Unequalled.

PEEP-SHOW
For 40 People.
Price £38 10s.
Illustrated
Particulars, 2d.

Price

HUGHES’ Ter
The finest Oil- Meee
14 feet pees
The

£30.

PAMPHENGOS.

aah
extant.
Gives brilliant 12 ee
£6 6s. reduced to £4 4s. The £4

neauecd to £3 10s. artieniars fy ee.
'. Hughes ie the Greatest Disney of High-class Projecting
enn
and Effects, etc.,
as ever seen.
The
Docwyra, the Grand, and the A
Malden Triples. Superb
instruments, as supplied to Madame Patti, Professor Malden,
Royaal Polytechnic, etc. Before purchasing get Hughes’ Grandly
Nlustrated Catalogue, 180 original Engravings, price 6d., postage

eapest

and

bes t |

BPetac

£230.

” | PHOTO-ROTOSCOPE BI-UNIAL.
Further
Improvements.

HUGHES’ COMBINED
-CINEMATOGRAPH & LANTERN.
Living Picture and Lantern Picture
superimpose in size and position.
The only instrument doing this accurately and without loss of light.
£18 8s, reduced to £16 16s.

PHOTO-ROTOSCOPE
MACHINES
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£9 9s. and £7 7s.

|

SComplete,
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Price £25,
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Reduced

to 2310s,

YEARS.
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Brewster House, 82, Mortimer Road,
Kingsland, LONDON,
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Lantern Slides,
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aTO€
Ko. DBO,
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CEC
Oe Ol
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New Supplementary List, Season 1900-1, containing detailed list of 21 Populay Songs, including
the most
Patriotic Songs of the day. Post Free on A pplication.

Detailed

Catalogue,

234 Pages, containing lists of all previous productions.
Post Free 9d.

Life Model,

Comic, etc.

Slides made from customers’ negatives, etc., by a special wet collodion process, giving
good results even from poor weak film negatives. Send negative for
sample slide and terms.

STATION ROAD, HOLMFIRTH, YORKSHIRE.
Please
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inside of the legs and drawn tightly up to about
22 inches from the top. Two strong screws
were sent through each. The shape of the ends
The bottoms of the
is shown in sketch.
legs were treated in the same way, except that
they were pulled together tightly by the cross
pieces (which were 1 inch or so from the
ground) so as to put ona slight strain.
The ends of the legs were now cut to fit at
the proper angle to the ground.
I had now got the front and back of the
stand which had to be joined.
The ends (Fig. II.) were 8 inches on top, and
the base was 83 inches. The depth was the
They were
same as the sides, i.e., 7 inches.
screwed to the legs, fitting in between the
overlapping half inches of the sides.
A shelf for slides was fitted between the
stand, resting on the cross pieces c (Fig. I.), and
fastened firmly to them. This shelf should be
not less than % inch thick—better } inch as
it has a lot of weight to carry at times.
A strip of thin wood, 4 inckes wide, was put
on all round so as to form a tray, each piece
being cut to the angle of the legs.
Cross pieces, 3 inches wide, and { inch thick,
must be fastened to the remaining ends of the
legs. These
must

be strong
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right up to the top, leaving only the front
for the handling of the slides.
One word of warning.
Don’t nail any
' Glue if you like, but screw also. Make
part fit really tight.
My stand was made in a hurry and
constantly, not only at the place it was
for, but elsewhere.

open
part.
every

used
built

It has had three seasons

real hard wear and ‘‘gentle” handling by
many persons, yet it is as good as new.
The cost was about 2s. 6d., inclusive of wood,
|
hinges, screws, etc.

|
,
|

wines=COy} KQo—<- otis

An
|
©
|
|

©

Impromptu
By

TOM

ROUNEY.

aspire to some
ments.

Show.

genial accomplish-

Of course, we are

not all

fitted to pull in the same boat.
Some of us being blessed with good
voices

have

turned

vocalists,

others,

whose talents lay in different musical
grooves, have followed in those grooves

| till proficient, and there is little doubt but we

can all achieve a something by which we
as they are intended to hold a cylinder, the
can give pleasure to others as occasion would
weight of which pins the whole structure to
seem to demand.
the ground.
‘Tis pleasant to be satisfied with onesself,
The top was next taken in hand. This is
inasmuch as being prepared at any, or ail
very simple, being only two 4 inch pieces
hinged together at one end.
The lower piece is time to fill a stop gap in an emergency, and in
doing so exercise a modesty which becomes
fastened well to the top of the legs, and pieces
provided for that purpose. A small strip is run | more and more natural as we advance in
;
round three sides of the upper piece to prevent | knowledge.
Christmas isclose upon us.
The fact of this
the lantern from slipping off or going sideways. |
The size will, of course, depend on the size of \ has brought to the writer’s mind memories of
bygone Christmastides and how they were
the lantern base. Give the whole a coat or two
spent, and thinking that hundreds of readers
of dark coloured paint outside, light coloured in.
will in the uear future be called upon to assist
No tilting screws were provided, but if the
in the programme at Uncle Charlie’s or Aunt
reader wants them, he should buy a couple of
Mary Ann’s, thinks it not altogether out of
small wooden screws and nuts from a wood
turner. The nuts must be glued to the lower | place to relate in as few words as possible how
he gave an impromptu show in a country home
piece of the stand top, on the under side, before
to the surprise and delight of all present, and
fastening to the top of the legs, and a hole
whilst we do not all possess the same variety of
bored for each screw.
The heads of the screws
are underneath where they are easily got at, but | gifts, we can all be prepared to do our best and
when lowered they are quite out of the way and | so make ourselves agreeable.
To begin in orthodox fashion, it all came
cannot be damaged.
Rub some black lead on
about through my falling in love with Fanny.
the threads of the screws before using.
Fanny was the most jolly girl I ever knew, or
‘A small reading desk could be added at the
have ever known.
We danced together, sang
back if desired.
together, played tennis together, and if Fanny
It would be an improvement, perhaps, to fill
were cast to play the heroine in our private
in the three sides of the stand, from the shelf
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theatricals, I was either first walking gentleman
or the villain. The latter must have been the
greater success of the two, because she once
said that ‘Tom,’

meaning me, ‘‘ was the most

magnificent villain I have ever seen,” and if I
were down for a lantern evening at the schools,
Fanny was invariably my coadjutor in the job.
So who could help falling in love—and in the end
we became what is commonly called ‘‘ engaged.”
The first Christmas of our engagement, Fanny
had, for family reasons, to accept an invitation
to spend Yuletide with an aunt and cousins in
their house in Cambridgeshire, so a week before
the
25th she bade me good-bye
for a
fortnight. Two or three days, however, after
her departure, she sent me a pressing invite
from her old aunt to go down on the 24th for as
many
days as I could conveniently spare.
Fanny told me what a horrid dull place it was,
and
Christmas would not be a bit like
Christmas to her if I did not accept. She
wanted me, she
“and oh Tom,”

said, to help make the fun,
she wrote,
‘whatever you

forget, don’t forget to put the ‘baby’ in your
valise ; I’m sure

we

can do with

Bottom,” on the Newmarket line, I think

There was Fanny and one of her fair cousins,
both looking
pictures

answered ‘“ Oh, yes.”
The village of “Brinkley” is some

4 or 5

miles from the station, but we were there all too

soon, for the open country was enjoyable.

I found them a dull lot—the family I mean,
and could quite understand Fanny’s anxiety for
me to bring ‘‘ baby ’’ to the rescue. Wherever I
went, or now go, the ‘“‘ baby’ goes too, and is
always welcomed.
Perhaps I should explain
the ‘ baby ’”’ is my small collapsible lantern, such
a. useful little thing, not a bit like the triple, or
what Fanny calls ‘‘Grandfather.”’ ‘‘ Well,” she
three.”’

‘‘there

are

three

generations,

one,

two,

The arrangements for Christmas evening were
complete before my arrival, the “baby” taking a
prominent part in the bill. The servants’ hall
had been converted into a hall of entertainment,

and right well they had done it.

‘‘Oh

the

border,”

must

have: taken

hips and haws, and

all intermingled,

the effect

was good. To the left of the screen was the
piano, to the right a small portable table for my

conjuring tricks. Oh! I generally put a few in
the valise, they are-easy to learn, inexpénsive,
and cause endless fun. I shall never forget the

expression on the face of Fanny’s aunt when
the penny went through the tumbler of water.
‘‘Oh, dear me,” the old lady was positive that
the penny fell into the water, because she
herself had held it beneath the handkerchief
till Tom said’ “Presto Fly.” She not «only*
heard it drop into the glass, but the water had
splashed her hand.
The butler too was
somewhat mystified when Fanny and I ‘went
through our second-sight and
thought-reading

scena.
folded

How he
watched meas
I blindher, led her to the piano, and: whilst

she played ‘‘ Pianissimo in. G,” ‘“‘A Sonatina ”
by Beethoven, or a ‘“‘ Nocturne” by somebody
else, she was at the same time telling the
company of the penknives,; the fans, the-scent
bottles, handkerchiefs, etc., etc., I had borrowed

of health

in the keen frosty air. ‘‘ Have you brought
the ‘baby,’”’ were Fanny's first words, and both
girls seemed relieved and happy when I

says,

border,

hours—the servants had done it they told me—
4.inches deep all round, all holly and mistletoe, :

it here, I and

one of the girls will be at the station with the
pony chaise.”
At 12.30, on the 24th, I arrived at a station
some few miles from Cambridge called “ Six
Mile

my fancy, partly due to the fact that I had nothingto do in rigging it up. A sheet as white as it is
possible to be—and they do look white in -the:
country—made taut by judicious lacing, but the-

I have never
in all my life seen a lantern screen that so took

from one and the other, she knew everything—
they were puzzled. .
:
It is worth all the trouble one is put to when
I remember the profound silence in that room
as I was taking my very kind audience through
hundreds of miles of hills and dales, river, road,

and mountain side, through woodland grove,
o’er mossy bank and forest galore. I can not
forget when I wished them to be very still as I.
explained the beauties and surroundings of
Dunkeld, that perchance they might hear. the
sound of bells coming from. the cathedral they
saw on the other side of the water, and as Fanny
turned on our musical box arrangement. inimitation

of church

bells,

one

servant’

was

heard
to whisper to another,
“Isn't |it
beautiful.”
*
‘‘Baby’”’ behaved: like an angel, ‘‘ an angel of
light,” especially in illustrating the Holy- City,
sung.as only Fanny could sing it. The humdrum drowsiness of a country family home was :
turned from its monotonous games of draughts
and backgammon to a Palace of. Varieties for
one night only—and all through my fallmg in

love.
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“PRIMUS” HOME CINEMATOGRAPH

INCANDESCENT GAS
IS RECOMMENDED,

Fittings

SPECIFICATION.

Mechanism.—Standard

Illuminant

Edison Gauge

Sprocket, improved Geneva Escapement
with Shutter and Spring Film Stage.

for this
are

sent unless other-

Optics. —A

matic

wise specified.

specially made double Achro-

Petzval

Focus,

in

Combination,

Brass

Rack

Jacket, 4 inch diameter

24 inch

and

Pinion

Plano-Convex

Condenser.
Body

—Russian Iron, with Door and i

Sighf-hole, on polished Mahogany Baseboard.
Wuminant.—Incandescent

Gas,

4-wick

Oil Lamp or Blow-through jet.
Films.—Three first quality Photographic,

English-made
Films
of up-to-date
subjects, 4 feet long, joined for continuous action. Ordinary full Length

Cinematograph Films can be exhibited
on this Machine.
Box.—Well-made

Pine

Box,

with

Strap

Handle.

Extra Films

THE

BOER

WAR

LITHOGRAPHIC

2/6

each.

OF 1900.

LANTERN

SLIDES.

Being a complete account of the War, with pictures of the most
important events. Contained in 40 slides and arranged in 5 chapters of 8
slides each. Each set is complete with its reading.
Chapter |.—Boer Invasion of Natal.
Chapter

Chapter ||.—Siege of Ladysmith.

|I|.—Rellef of Kimberley.

PRICE

Chapter IV.—Cronje and Bloemfontein.
Chapter V.—Rellef of Mafeking and entry Into Pretoria.

per Set (including 8 Slides and Reading), 2s. 6d.,

complete

in fancy box, with Coloured Patriotic Design.

Complete Reading, containing the Five Chaptersin One Book.

Price 6d.

“primus” Lanternist’s CINEMATOGRAPH
—FILMS.
Pocket Book,
eS

We are the Sole Wholesale Agents for

1900-1901 EDITION.
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References Tables,

Memorandum Pages,

PRICE

Diary of Engagements,
Directory of Dealers in

Gas, etc.,
Lantern and Slide
Requisites.
Z

No

No. 4.
» 57.
» 90.
»
14.

Lanternist can afford to be
without this handy book.

Pri

riceComplete
6d., PostwithFree,
Pencil.

W. BUTCHER

& SON,

Write

for our

CINEMATOGRAPH
shia

FILMS,

The Quality of which is Unsurpassed.
1s.

PER

Washing the Sweep.
75
Queen’s Visit to Iretand,
Reception of the Crew of
The Jovial Monk and his

FOOT.
feet.
in Phoenix Park.
the '‘Powerful.”
Attendant.

75 feet.
85 feet.

Complete Catalogue of Williamson's Films on Application.
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BOER

WAR,

Full Lists of same on “A
ppbention:

Blackheath,

Winter List

FILMS

PARIS EXHIBITION, etc., etc.

of New

LONDON,

Goods.

S.E.
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A

Model

Workshop.

BOUT
10 or 11
years
ago,
Mr. Frederick Brown commenced
business on his own account in a
small shed at the foot of a garden
at

13,

Ossulston

Street,

Euston

Road.
Here working for the most
part with the aid of a boy, he
began making limelight jets for the
trade, repeat orders came in faster than he
anticipated, so he sought larger premises at
11 of the same street. One lathe became two,
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well. He is able to say with pride that he has
never lost a trade customer, and we happen to
know of several appliances or ideas which when
first brought to him .were crude and
uncommercial that have since developed into
successes mainly through the improvements
suggested and worked out by him.
At his workshops a diversified style of apparatus is manufactured, including ordinary limelight jets, the F. B. jet, Gridiron saturator, the
Stedman-Brown oxygen generator (this latter
has just been taken over by a syndicate and is

to be pushed on a large scale), cinematographs,

two three, and three soon increased into six, and
extra assistants had from time to time to be
taken on.
These premises becoming somewhat

automatic and otherwise, electrical and astronomical apparatus ; in fact, Mr. Brown and his

cramped, a bold step was decided upon, and
workshops and offices were taken at 13, Gate

from

Street, off Holborn, extra plant was laid down,

and a gas engine put in. During the past year
or two extra lathes and diversified machinery
has been added, and although the workshops
are by no means of small dimensions, every
available space seems to be occupied, and Mr.
Brown appears to be on the high road to fortune.
Of course, there

is a reason for this success,

and briefly it is as follows. Mr. Brown, who is
a born engineer and mechanic, dons the white
jacket and gives his personal attention to even
the

smallest

details

of

his

business,

and

considers that if a job is worth doing at all (even
should by any means the first order result in a
small loss) it is worth doing promptly and

assistants seem

almost

able to make

any

crude

idea

something good

which

may

be

submitted to them. Pittler lathes are employed
for making many parts, and almost any form
can

be turned

on

these wonderful

machines,

which require to be seen in operation to be
properly appreciated. We were recently shown
over these works, and the first thing that
impressed us in the midst of this apparent
jumble of machines and pulleys was that a
strict rule is made of having a place for everything and everything (not actually in use) in its
properplace. Inanother part of the same building
arrangements are being made to add further to
the workshops, and this like the present one
will be connected to the private office by telephone. We are enabled to show a couple of
views in this hive of busy bees.
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a jet in which this trouble is minimised,
inasmuch that should the burner carbonise a

NEW APPARATUS,
=
BO
PRESTWICH

one can instantly be brought into play.

annexed

illustra-

ee oiacu s
the uppermost burner

ater
OS
SE

b

new

The

only for the time being
having a clear gas way.
| Jets of this pattern

PROJECTOR.

The latest cinematographic projector issued by 2%¢ Made either with
the Prestwich Manufacturing Company, of 744, - ee pts ues OF
High Road, Tottenham, is said to be very . tee ouble burners,

effective.

:
;
‘he former being size 0000 and the latter 00000.

One or two novelties which appear

in this

machine

will be brought

before

our

:

readers in next issue, after we have seen them in

action.

WILKIE’S

EFFECT

AND

OTHER

A novelty brought out by Mr. Hughes is a
combination tank and carrier.
‘The tank is
filled with glycerine or water and used in the

SLIDES.

Some pretty effect slides of an entirely new

series

of

Paris

[xhibition

have

— lantern for intercepting the heat rays, especially

been

.

issued by Mr. E. H. Wilkie, of 114, May-

| Sao

of his usual high rendering. The Transvaal War effect slides have been greatly
increased,

and

many

new

Tn
TM
y
_/

mechanical

i

appliances added to some of these slides.
LIFE

MODEL

:

er oe Tae CARER,

SLIDES.

Mr. James Bamforth, of Holmfirth, makes
a special feature of life model slides, and

right well does he arrange his
models.
So long has he been at
this special
branch,
that
it
becomes second

AINE

nature with him.

i

a

ii
Sie

ly TE

His latest productions include :—

zz
i
MMMM
EY
altel oie eat
cg ghtcaries
EE

ceo

TT

l

renal
eg PETS
co

Jack the newsboy, 48 slides ; Tim’s

sacrifice, 35, arranged as a musical service:
Fighting for the Queen, 44; The quarryman’s

for cinematograph work.
A slide can, when
| desired, be inserted in this carrier-tank.

Ringing of the bell, 21; Saved by his Bible, 47.

|

humorous character

| Out

resolve,
shadow

12; Fair hair and seagulls, 20; The
of a life, 43; Old settler’s story, 26;

There are also numerous
such

as:— ‘Come

REVOLVING

It sometimes

and illustrations

to me,”

the

ACETYLENE

happens

F

SEY SaDe:

life model sets of a | Mr. W. C. Hughes, of Kingsland, has brought

back

Angels,” ‘Soldiers .of
and a variety of others.

pee

tbat

for songs

« Song

Queen,”
JET.

of

a new

jet, which

he

claims gives

intensity and pure whiteness

an

improvement

“great

of light, it being

of Hemming's

safety

pricciple.” The principle of the Hemming jet which lanternists of 57 years

the lan-

ternist when using acetylene gas is
troubled by a deposit of carbon which
greatly disturbs the light-giving pro-

==
Q
perties of the gas. True, itis no very
yw
ee
dificult matter
to remove it, but
a Oe
=
:
unless the burner be well cleaned the
deposit collects again in a short time. Mr. | ago may remember,
was that the brass
William Tylar, of Birmingham, has introduced | cylinder answering to the
mixing chamber in
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7%

Demeny’s

LUMIERE, |

CELEBRATED

ELGE,

HEPWIX,

, > CHRONO ..

3

_3y.

Film Subjects.
PROJEGTOR.

Largest

Steady,

and

Taking,

.

™

A

| HEPWORTH

the World.
OFFICE

FEATURE.

AGENTS

FOR

& CO.,
Cinematographers.

be

all over

SPECIAL

SOLE WHOLESALE

7.

fiundreds in use

in the world.

developing, and printing other people's Views

— anda —

Absolutely
:
Reliable.

&

selection

Latest Catalogues on application.

Flickerless,

oe

varied

I
LITY
ONLY.
FIRST
QUALITY
ONLY.

Silent,

Se

most

' Pactory—WALTON-ON-THAMES.

AND

SHOWROOMS:

& CO., 28, Cecil Court, Charing Cross, LONDON, W.C.

L. GAUMONT

RIDER& CO'S
TNelezgrams:

LIFE

MODE

Illustrating J. Burnham's
whom

they

“OBJECISTI,

have

NEW

LIFE

Only a Gipsy.

24 Slides.

Only a Waif.
The London Attic.
The Two Drunkards.

230
‘ae
B45
Ta
44

FROM
Five Senses (Up-to-date).

LANTERN
and

received the

LONDON.”

Curwen

Sole Right.

MODEL

& Son’s,

ShIDES,

Ltd., Services

of Song,

Also other Slides, Comic and otherwise.

SETS

| Froggie’s Little Brother.

THIS:
24 Slides.

SEASON.
i Peter the Fisherman.

Dot and her. Treasures.
24
,,
| Blind Betty's Test.
Loved unto Death.
28
Cabin Boy's Bible.
Drunkard’s Wife
8
Those Merry Bells.
The Cyclist and Tramp (Up-to-date), 12 Slides.

SPECIALLY
PREPARED
DRAWINGS.
5 Slides. | Ten Little Nigger Boys

A Tale of 1, 2, 3, and 4 Legs
(Wording on each Slide)

10

4,

The Doctor’s Revenge.

I2

4,

from

Delailed Catalogue, Post Free, 1900-1.

|

(Wording on each Slide)
A Live Snow Ball (Wording on cach Slide)

Very Comic Mottoes

25 Slides.
20°
49
2T.
55
2I,

10 Slides.
Io»,
22

Slides made from Customers’ Regatives.

W. RIDER & GO., "and cotouists, MAIDENHEAD »° WIMBLEDON.
Please

mention

this

Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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ARTISTIC

AND

BEAUTIFUL

Lantern Slides||, Buyers of
ANB

PUBLISHED

BY

GRAYSTONE
Photographer,

BIRD, |#jnematograph

BATH,

SPECIALITIES.
Child

Studies.

Genre.

Wave

LARGE

NEW

Effects,

SERIES

|
Sea,

Etc.,

FOR

Sky

Films,

and

Etc.

SEASON

__——!

Pe,

y

1900-1.
SEND

CATALOGUES

AM

AT

are

invited

who

EURS

to

FREE.

ne

—

avail

TRADE

expert

themselves

LA

of

SUPPLIED.

NTE

the

RN

WILLIAMSON’S

ISTS

experience

of

:
Mr. BE. BAKER, 86, Fisherton
Street, SALISBURY,

has

.

NEW

5

55, Wesestern

Lecturing
and
Operating for more
than
30 years past.
on the Purchase of Apparatus and Management
of every form of Limelight.

LANTERN

APPLIANCES

BOUGHT

LISTS,

Road
Read,

been

Advice given
.
10,000

FOR

HOV E,
BRIG

HTON

OR SOLD.

SLIDES
ON
HIRE
OR
SALE.
Testimontals, Press Notices, and Slide Lists Free.

;

ANIMATED —
PHOTOGRAPHS.
“Prestwich” Cameras aud Projectors,
FOREMOST
HELD

THE

HIGHEST

Two

IN 1896.

REPUTATION

SILYER

EVER

SINCE.

MEwWALS.

Used by more Professionals than any other Machine.

Our New No.7 Projector has many novel features,
the Adjustment of the Film in the window being
the chief point. The adjustment has a travel of one
inch, and is adjustable while

the machine is running,

by simply moving the lower handle shown in illustration.
Picture is always in the same position on
the screen.
PRICE LISTS FREE.

NEW No. 7
PROJECTOR.

Prestwich Manufacturing Co.

\

744, HIGH ROAD, and 1, LANSDOWNE ROAD,

Patent
Applied for.

Please

Mention

this Journal

when

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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the jet illustrated was filled with equal
lengths of brass wire so fine that it took
5,000 to fill the cylinder which was of 1 inch
diameter. This wasin the days when the gases
were used mixed together in one gas-bag, and it
preventive of firing back.
was brought out as

‘“PRIMUS”’

NOVELTIES.

As usual about this time of year Messrs.
Butcher & Son, of Blackheath, have a goodly
assortment of new goods, amongst them being
for continuous
cinematograph
Home
the
gi

DOUBLE

ACTION

CINEMATOGRAPH
ABLE

AND

ADJUST-

TRAY.

Mr. Hughes, in perfecting his reversing cinematograph machine, has fitted it with two cam |
striking movements, so that the film can be
projected either in the usual way or reversed,

the change being made simply by turning the
handle in the opposite direction.
The film
spools are large and capable of holding about
700 feet of film. This tray will be found of

films.

This

lantern

is intended

for use

with

either oi], limelight, or incandescent gas.
Maracrary Arc Lame.—This lamp, as will
be seen, is hand-fed.
arms c-and pv hold

The claws at the end of
the carbons, which are

secured by stout pressure rods running the
whole length of the arm and actuated by spring
releases at E andr.
In the lower arm p the
carbon-holder is carried ou a rod sliding in an
outer

tube,

which

can

be moved

forward

or

back by the milled head G& to regulate the
position of the crater with great precision.
| Lateral adjustment of the crater is made by
the milled head nH moving the upper carbon.
The lamp is fitted in a heavy planed iron
travelling bed, with mechanical movements
all directions, which must be screwed down

great assistance in the proper centering of the
light, especially with the cinematograph. Its
principle will be at once seen from the annexed
cut.

in
to

the stand or cabinet on which the instrument
is placed.
In the way of jets Messrs. Butcher are making
a special feature of fitting these with fine adjustment screw-down valves, and also a mechanical

backward and forward adjustment for the lime. |
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Amyline is claimed by Messrs. Butcher as a
new oil for use in lanterns. They state that
with it the unpleasant smell inseparable from
paraffin is non-existent ; this will be pleasant
news to users of oil lamps for lanterns. Coloured
lithographic slides are being pushed by the
Primus

firm, and

war is now ready.

a set of these on the

Boer

Their useful little «Primus

Lanternists’ Pocket Book” for 1900-1, has just

made its appearance.
It contains much useful
information and will be sent post free for 6d.
SPAIN

AND

GIBRALTAR.

Spain seems to be a country about which outsiders know very little, at least from a pictorial
point

of view,

but

Messrs.

G.

W.

Wilson,

of

Aberdeen, are about to change all that.
They
have published something like 500 views of Spain,
which cannot fail to be of the greatest interest.

THE

‘‘ RILFORD’’

Encouraged
“ Rilford’’

by the

OXYGEN

GENERATOR.

success

of their No.

Generator, which

was

intended

1
for

the production of oxygen for a single lantern,
Messrs.

Riley Brothers, Limited,

of Bradford,

have lately issued what is termed the “ Rilford ”’
No. 2, for supplying a bi-unial or triple lantern.
This generator, although working on precisely
the same principle as the former, is slightly
larger. The apparatus when closed presents
the appearance of two boxes of the following
dimensions :—40 by 53 by 63 and 20 by 17 by
17, and these contain everything necessary in
the way of lighting for a prolonged lantern
exhibition.
When setting up the apparatus, it
will be seen from the illustration that the
| lid of the larger box is divided and hinged from

Intending purchasers can, by paying the postage,
have books of pictures in miniature sent them
on loan from which to make selections.
THORNTON

We

were

FILM.

recently shown

Thornton film by Mr. W.

the working of the
D. Welford, of 166,

Romford Road, ., who has
special wholesale agent for
transparent negative film,
either in flat cut pieces or in

been appointed a
this film. It is a
which is supplied
tke form of spools,

is flexible, tough, unbreakable

and

non-inflam-

able, and does not curl in any of the operations
of developing or washing.
This film consists of

a layer of insoluble gelatine, coated with a rapid

emulsion, and supported by a backing of translucent paper. The exposure, development and
other manipulations are carried on in the same
manner as if a glass plate were used, but as
soon as it has become thoroughly dry the paper
backing is peeled off, leaving a perfectly flat,
flexible and transparent negative which can be
printed from either side.
RILEY

BROTHERS’

NEW

SLIDES.

Amongst the slides by this firm we

find the

following sets :—The Boers, 62 slides ; The Boer
war, 60; Armies of Europe, 60; Soldiers of the

Empire, 60; Sailors of the Queen, about 80;
Scamper through the United States, 62; A
month in the United States, 60; Trip from New
York to Florida, 60; Life among the darkies,
48; Washington, 60; Tea growing, 31; Bible
heroes, 60; The absent-minded beggar, 9; Book

of Common

trated

Prayer,

hymns,

24;

The Litany, 14 ; illus-

mechanical

effects,

etc.;

a good number of cinematographic films.

also

opposite sides. These having been opened, the
other box is set upon this, where it engages in
special catches, which hold it in a very secure
manner.
The upper box has two lids, one on
the top and a half one at the bottom; the
latter opening between the upright supports,
and allows the actuating lever to fall down. We
will now proceed as it were to generate gas.
The steel tube or retort which is found in the
upper box is opened, the inside lining withdrawn,
and into the divisions of this are placed eight
cartridges ; the lining is then replaced and the
retort closed, and placed upon its two small
supports. It is connected by a piece of rubber
tubing to an inlet tube of a separate washing

tank, which has been filled with

water and

set

inside of the dry gasometer, which is of peculiar
formation.
This washer also acts as a weight
to give pressure to the gas. From this washer

' or purifier the gas is led to the dry gasometer
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RVil.

LANTERN PLATES DE LUXE.

Flustin[WARDS
MADE
RED

LABEL,

IN

TWO

SPEEDS.

for ordinary dark-room working.
The great advantages of these Plates, and
their superiority over any other Lantern Plates, lies in the fact that they
can be developed with an ordinary Pyro-Soda developer, as used for
negatives, and will, with such developer, yield rich, warm, velvety transparencies of the exact quality best suited for slides, liquid in the’ shadows

and brilliant in the high lights.
BLUE

LABEL,

for GAS LIGHT developing without dark-room.
The chief advantage
of the Blue Label Plates is found in the fact that they are so little sensitive

to yellow light that they may be used without a dark-room, all operations
being carried on in gas or candle light, while at the same time they are
not too slow to be exposed by gas light, working close to the flame.

LANTERN-SLIDE
First Prize £3,
Awarded

COMPETITION.

Second Prize £2,

each

in NOVEMBER,

month

during

DECEMBER,

and

5 Prizes of &1

each,

the Lantern
Season,
i.e.,
JANUARY, and FEBRUARY.

ee
a

Full Particulars of Competition and Trade Terms on application—

AUSTIN EDWARDS, WARWICK, ENGLAND,
Telegraphic

Please

mention

this

Address:

Journal

«« FILMS,

when

WARWICK.”

corresponding

with

Advertisers.
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Ideal

Automatic,’’
Price

THE

25s.

BEST
ACETYLENE
GENERATOR.
A GENERATOR
anb PURIFIER
COMBINED.

Twelve Months’ Guarantee with each.

ADJUSTAELE JET,
Ditto,

WITH “REFLECTOR AND BuRNErR,
Two
5s. 9d.
Burners,

58,

The New “ INSTANTANEOUS GRIP” Revolving
Lantern Slide Vice.
One Movement secures it in
One Second.

The Best irrespective of Price.

THE THORNTON FILM CO., LTD., ALTRINCHAM. |- J: PERRY, 75, BOLTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Dealers

WW.

WATSON

&

SONS,

313, High Holborn,
AGTUAL

MANUFACTURERS
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HUNDREDS
Artistie

Slide
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Write
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STOCK

IN LONDON.
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1837.

LANTERNS.
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A
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alluded

to, and

from

thence

to

the

burners.

Everything
being in readiness, it is only
necessary to light the spirit lamp, which is
supplied with a draught shield.
This flame
being immediately below the cartridges, soon
causes oxygen to be given off, which is heard
bubbling through the purifying chamber whence
it goes into the gasometer causing it to rise.
When nearly full, the platform on the gasometer

pushes up the lever which is seen hanging down,
until the end under the lamp engages in a
catch. As the gasometer falls, the lamp is
automatically moved
under the two next
cartridges in the retort, which in turn again
fill the gasometer.
This movement, which is
quite automatic, goes on until all the cartridges
have been exhausted, which with an average
limelight jet would occupy about 14 hours.

PATENT INTELLIGENCE. _
The following List, relating to current Patent Applications, is compiled expressly for the ‘‘ Optical Magic Lantern
Journal” by W. P. Thompson & Co., Patent Agents, of
322, High Holborn, London, W.C., to whom all enquiries
for further information should

No.
13861.
13883.

13916.

If more gas be required, another supply of
cartridges must be placed in the retort, but as
the metal work would be very hot, the second

14372.

lish

retort,

which

which

would previously, of course,

have

14487.

13th

filled,

is substituted

when

14700.

16th

14789.

17th

14848.

20th

15226.

27th

15303.

28th

is included

in

for the

the outfit,
first,

and

been
the

generation of gas goes on as before without a
break. Suitable valves are provided to the
wash bottle to prevent all chances of water

reaching the retort itself, and also precludes all
chance of gas escaping during the interchange
of retorts. To push back the lamp and change
the retorts occupies about 10 seconds.
This
generator, which works with great certainty and

no trouble, is especially good for use with an
ether saturator, and a very important point is
that when travelling one can take their complete
lantern outfit with them and feel no anxiety as
to the delay of gas cylinders. Should extra
pressure be desired, an extra weight can be
inserted beside the wash-bottle.
With the
outfit a cartridge moulder is supplied.
CINEMATOGRAPH

FILMS

OF

CHINA.

Messrs. Harrison & Co., of 13, Berners Street,

W., are prompt in the introduction of cinematographic pictures pertaining to subjects uppermost in the public mind.
Some of their latest
- give a good idea of life in certain parts of China.
These include :—Street

scene

in Pekin,

Pano-

ramic view from a train between Tientsin and

Pekin, Factory hands,
on the river, Chinese
Laundry work,
Boat

Women spinning, Craft
Punch and Judy show,
racing, etc.
These are

part of a series of views taken during the tour
of E. F. G. Hatch, Esq., M.P.

These films, we

are given to understand, are in grea: demand,
and will be delivered in strict rotation of order
received, with as little delay as possible. They
ave being exhibited in the principal London halls.

be addressed.

Recent Patent APPLICATIONS.
2nd August, 1900, Carl Gabler. Improvements
in and relating to lanterns.
(Complete.)
August,
1900.
William
Friese-Green.
2nd
Improvements in or relating to kinetoscopic
or cinematographic apparatus.
Warwick Brookes,
An
3rd August, 1900.
improved suction device for attaching a lens
to a focusing screen of a photographic
camera and for like uses.

-

August,

1900.

Robart

‘William

Paul.

Improvements in apparatus for projeoting
animated photographs.
August, 1900. Carl Paul Goerz.
Improvements in astigmatically corrected lenses.
(Complete.)
August, 1900. Jean Schmidt.
Improvements in flashlight apparatus for use in
‘photography.
August, 1900. Tom Fryer. Improvements
in or relating to machines for sighting
pictures cinematographically.
(Complete.)
August, 1900. Ernest Thomas Saunders.
Improvements in apparatus for projecting
animated photographs on to a screen.

15319.
15415.

15551.

August, 1900. John
Alfred
Prestwich.
Improvements in kinematographic apparatus.
August,

1900.

Paul

Hunzus.

:
Improve-

ments in and connected with photographic
developing trays.
28th August, 1900. William Henry Hamblin
Palmer.
Dark slide for revolving disc
cinematograph apparatus.
August, 1900.
George Frederick Hatton.
Improvements in means to be employed in
the taking and viewing of cinematographic
pictures.
31st August, 1900.
Samuel Quincey.
Improvements in apparatus suitable for developing
29th

15866.

and fixing photographic films aud the like.
4th September, 1900.
Edwin Drew Bartlett.
Improvements in photographic cameras.
Samuel Joseph Levi.
6th September, 1900.

15926.

7th

15722.

Improvements
in or connected with binocular glasses.
September, 1900.
Charles Howell.
Improvements in photographic apparatus or

cameras.
Copies of the following specifications may be obtained by
remitting 1/- for each specification to W. P. Thompson
& Co., Patent Agents, 322, High Holborn, London, W.C.

SPECIFICATIONS PUBLISHED.
“Wray. Coin-freed apparatus for exhibiting series of photographs or other pictures.
12538 of 1900. Stuart. Construction of prismatic binocular field or opera glasses.

16778 of 1899.
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17832 of 1899.

Besancon.
Achromatic refracting lenses
and method for manufacturing the same.
21430 of 1899. Colardeau and Richard. Automatic apparatus for successively presenting to view
photographic or other pictures or. slides
21480 of 1899.

and

address, and a

Aitchison. Construction
of prismatic
binoculars and
other prismatic
optical

Slides.—You are quite safe in making a copy for your
own use.

Devices to be used in washing

Riverina (New South Wales).—Respecting your question
about the condenser, you will be able to thoroughly

photographio plates or films or the like.
Turner
and
Kelley.
Photographic
cameras.

Krayn.
Means
for and method
of
projecting or viewing photographic pictures
;
with natural colours.
10586 of 1900. Milner.
Camera,
more
particularly
intended
for use
in connection
with
architectural photography, for measuring
angles.
11745 of 1900. Wolff. Fixing and guiding of pictures in
kinetoscopes,
11484 of 1899. Thomson &. Jactho Patent Automatic
Advertising
Lamp
Company,
Limited.
Coin-freed display of stereoscopic pictures
and other views.
17952 of 1899.
Alberini
Cappeldetti
and
Ganucci
- Cancellieri. Cinematographic cameras and
projecting apparatus.
10050 of 1900. Armat.
Apparatus for projecting animated pictures.

Sok
j

name

distinctive trade name for the camera,

10000 of 1900.

i

other label containing his own

in stereoscopes, optical lanterns, and the like,

instruments.
22371 of 1899. Coventry.

9564 of 1900.

the same; in fact, the fittings ars interchangeable.
dns.—There happens to be.such a party as a maker forthe trade only. ‘He supplies Mr. A., Mr. B., Mr. €., and
soon.
Hach dealer then puts on a little celluloid or

ae
Défes

and

of intersection, and describe a.circle of such size that it
will comfortably clear the corners of the opening of the

mat. A condenser of about this diameter is the size to.
use. If you used a large condenser it would be necessary
to place the slide further away from it, so as to get. the
whole of the cone of rays to pass through the slide. You
will find that a 4 inch condenser will answer for what is.
termed cushion mats, whereas if the corners are square
you will require one of 43 inches diameter.
Robert Giles writes:—In conversation with a friend
about limelight matters, he told me that some time ago
it was usual to mix the oxygen and hydrogen together in
a gas-bag,

and

use

it in

that

manner,

and

that

no

acoldent had ever occurred by using it in this way. Kindly
let me know if the above is correct?
Ans.—It ia quite
true that the gases were at one time employed in the
manner you state, and when the pressure was kept up
there was no special fear of danger; but instances have

up by means of a shovel.

Mixed gases in one bag would

not be permitted at any public exhibition nowadays.

9°

NAR
Correspondents must supply their names and addresses, but,
if desired, queries can be replied to under a ‘nom de
plume.”

Bullard &. Breck (San Francisco).—Your letter only had
& two cent. stamp on it; consequently it cost us threepence for the opportunity of answering your questions.
(1) A lens to give you the desired size of Picture under
the conditions mentioned would require to have a focus
of 103 inches, (2) The focal length of the kaleidoscope
lens depends entirely on the size of disc you want;
adapt any of your lenses temporarily for the purpose,
and a trial will at once give you to understand if that
particular focus is too short or too long. A prism as
suggested by you would be useless; besides, where
would you find room to put it?
Unless you use a
separate lantern fitted with the attachment you cannot
run matters smoothly without a break; for some time
must be taken up in adjusting things, and this is no simple
matter.
You, as a dealer, can get. apparatus from
Wrench & Son, 50, Gray’s Inn. Road, W.C.

Draw the shape and exact size of the opening of the
largest sized mat of your lantern slides on a sheet of
paper, then draw two lines from the opposite corners;.
these will intersect in the middle of the opening in the
mat. Place one leg of a pair of compasses on the point

been known of the pressure weights falling off, especially
when, as was not unusual, a small boy was seated on the
pressure board to supplement the weights at hand. In
such cases the remains of the boy were usually gathered

—_,
Queries.

understand matters if you make a diagram as follows :—

Light asks how is it that one sées hand cameras of
precisely the same style and make Sold by dealers under
different names? The cameras I speak of are exactly

Cinematograph writes:—Woald the Editor of THE
LANTERN JOURNAL or readers give me their opinions of
exhibiting the set of films “' Life of Christ” with good

lantern slides on the same subject and appropriate vocal
music by talented artistes. Of course, the whole thing to
be treated very reverently.
A thorough up-to-date
: @xhibition, in the largest halls, at popular prices. Ans.—
Such an exhibition, treated on a high scale, should be
very impressive to certain people.

A. Heaton.—It makes no difference and it'is quite safe to
use one make of automatic regulator in the oxygen
cylinder and another make in the hydrogen cylinder.

J. Elderkin—The No. 3 folding pocket Kodak should
suit your requirements.
The firm supplying this can
also let you have the necessary outfit.
Sunderland

writes:—Can

you

inform

me

when

the

optical problem was solved for producing an absolutely
flat image with a single achromatic lens with good
illumination? Ans.—We have never heard of this problem
being solved in a satisfactory manner with a single lens,
such as you state.

It requires great optical skill to attain

| @ flat field with even a compound lens.
J. C. White.—(1) The Injector jet is said (by those who
have used it) to be a great success; it can be used either
with gas from the main or from a cylinder. Certainly
for dissolving purposes.
(2) The Chrono projector is agood instrument.

Several articles are held over for want of space,

The Optical Magic Lantern Journal and Photographic Enlarger.
Hand cameras aro callod upon for al] sorts of duty, and those which will take fully exposed photographs only
out of doors and in bright sunshine aro of very limited use. A lens yiving fine definition to the corners of the
plate with full aperture is essential for the best possible work.
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SNAP SHOTS
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LOCKE,

MAKER OF HIGH-CLASS LANTERN

MAKE

IN POOR

DO

For Homi AND ABROAD.
Everything connected with High-class Projection Work.

LOCKE’S, SPECIAL LIMES,
LOCKE'S

Guaranteed

e Best
with

live

Adjustment and Screw Valves.

APPARATUS and SKILLED OPERATORS for LECTURERS.
Slides Made and Coloured; Best Work only.
Tested Personally before Dispatch and nothing
Gratuitous Advice in all Lantern Matters.

MODE.

LANTERN ?

Post Free.

L.
97,

(JACKSON'S

Haass

MATTHEWS,

Queen

Victoria

Street,

MIXED

“INJECTOR”
ox

A LA

W.

Price List

“ High Efficiency and No Misrepresentation.”

THE

LEICESTER,

LONDON,

Descriptive

Everything
haphazard.

Works ; 244, Tottenham .Court Road, London, W.
Motto:

YOU

Works,
Street,

Of course I do;
with Matthews’
Portable
Lantern, I succeed
splendidly. Get
one atonce,and
so will you.

the Best

One Trial will Abundantly Prove.
PATENT
HIGH-POWER
JETS

STREET

18 Berners

OPTICS

APPARATUS

7 8.

LIGHTS.

STOUGHTON
ann

V.

LONDON,

E.C.

JET.

PATENT.

PRICE

SOs.

Ko

This is the only Mixed

power

Gas Jet which

will work at full

with coal gas taken direct from the town supply,

and oxygen

from.a

cylinder.

In order to effect this the

oxygen, on its way to the mixing chamber, is made to pass
through the small Injector | in the sketch at a pressure of
about 12 Ibs. per square inch. In passing through the
Injector it sucks a supply of coal gas from the pipe H,
which is connected with the house pipe, and forces it
forward through the short pipe T into the mixing chamber
M. Here the mixed gases meet the baffle plate B, which
has the two-fold effect of silencing the passage of the
gases, and ensuring their complete admixture.
The
mixed gases then pass through holes in the edge of the plate, and so to the burner. The requisite pressure
of oxygen is obtained in the ordinary way by a fine tap on the cylinder, or an automatic regulator fitted
with a high-pressure spring to deliver at about 15 lbs. pressure.
Five seasons’ experience has fully established the superiority of this Jet over all others. It will yield

\, THE FULL 1,800 TO 2,000 CANDLE-POWER (so-called) of the ordinary mixed jet when taking its supply

of coal gas direct from the town’s pipe, or even froma bag without any pressure at all. If a town's supply is not
available, it will work just as well with coal gas from a cylinder. We cannot see why ordinary mixed jets
should be purchased which cannot offer these alternatives. As for blow-through jets, ejector or otherwise,
we do not know why they should be used at ail, when with the same economy and convenience of working, the
Injector Jet will give two or three times the light. By removing the Injector nipple the jet becomes an ordinary
mixed jet. This can be done whenever it is desired to work with oxygen at low pressure, and coal gas from a cylinder.
The working of the Jet is simpler than that ofan ordinary jet. When the H tap is once adjusted, it does not need
to be touched again when using town’s gas. The turning off or on of the oxygen supply regulates automatically the
supply of coal gas. This is a great convenience in actual use.

Most existing-jets can be fitted with an Injector to enable them to take their coal gas supply from the house pipe.
The Jet willin certain cases be sent on approval on deposit of purchase price.
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SCREW IS PROVIDED
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SIMPLE TIME AND
INSTANTANEOUS SHUTTER.

A

PERFECT CAMERA FOR HAND OR STAND!
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